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About Us
Founded in 2014, Aperio Intelligence is a specialist,
independent corporate intelligence firm staffed by
individuals who collectively have decades of experience
in undertaking investigations and intelligence analysis.
Our team has worked in over 150 countries, on
thousands of cases, for a wide range of leading global
corporations, financial institutions and law firms.

We have both knowledge of and access to relevant public and
proprietary data sources, as well as a longstanding network of reliable,
informed local contacts in the regions where we operate, cultivated
over decades, who support us regularly in undertaking local enquiries
on a confidential and discreet basis.

We provide specialist investigation skills, together with local
jurisdictional knowledge, to enable you to identify and understand
financial crime, integrity and reputational risks arising from a lack of
knowledge of counterparties or local jurisdictions. We empower you
to make better informed decisions, allowing you to achieve positive
outcomes and realise the full benefits of your business activities.
Our enhanced due diligence (EDD) services help clients comply with
anti-bribery and corruption, anti-money laundering and other relevant
financial crime legislation, such as sanctions compliance, or the
evaluation of tax evasion risks. For banking and asset management
clients, our services are designed to support on-boarding new
customers or third parties, reviewing existing relationships, or as part
of a remediation process.
We support clients in assessing complex integrity and political risks
in opaque and high-risk markets through local insight and contact
networks. Critical to our intelligence-gathering capabilities are the
languages we speak in-house, including all major European languages,
as well as Russian, Arabic, Farsi, Mandarin, Cantonese and Japanese.
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As a specialist provider of corporate intelligence, we source our
intelligence and conduct research to the highest legal and ethical
standards.
We operate a “Client First” policy that ensures strict adherence to the
core principles of quality control, confidentiality and respect for time
constraints, and provide cost-effective solutions, which allows our
clients to obtain the highest quality standard of EDD at one of the best
cost-to-benefit ratios in the marketplace. Our independence enables
us to avoid many of the potential conflicts of interest that may affect
our larger competitors.
Should you like to know more about our services or discuss how we
may be able to help you, please do not hesitate to get in touch with our
London or Paris offices.

Find out more about the Aperio Intelligence team at:
www.aperio-intelligence.com
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Aperio Intelligence is pleased to announce the forthcoming
launch of a brand new online version of the Financial Crime
Digest. The online portal will provide extended coverage,
commentary and analysis, together with full customisation
and searchability. It will offer users rapid access to emerging
financial crime developments, in particular focusing initially
on the UK, EU and US. If you are interested in being involved in
the beta testing phase please get in touch.
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TECHNICAL UPDATES

FATF plenary includes digital ID guidance consultation
and publication of beneficial ownership best practices
The new Financial Action Task Force
(FATF) President Xiangmin Liu chaired
the first FATF plenary under the Chinese
presidency in Paris on 16-18 October,
which amongst other things addressed
the money laundering risks from
stablecoins and virtual assets and saw
the release of draft guidance on the use
of digital identity for consultation.
Key outcomes of the plenary
• The draft guidance on digital ID analyses
the use and reliability of digital identification
systems and how such systems could meet
customer due diligence requirements;
• FATF agreed a methodology on how to
review compliance with the new global
standards to prevent the misuse of virtual
assets and other emerging assets such
as stablecoins for money laundering and
terrorist financing (ML/TF). Guidance is
expected to be published in 2020;
• Pakistan was urged to swiftly complete its
full action plan by February 2020 to avoid
3

being made subject to additional action.
FATF acknowledged recent improvements,
but highlighted Pakistan’s failure to address
terrorist financing deficiencies and comply
with deadlines set out in its action plan;
• Countermeasures against Iran will continue
to be suspended until February 2020;
• FATF remains concerned about the
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea’s
(DPRK) failure to address the significant
AML/CFT deficiencies and its illicit activities
related to the proliferation of weapons of
mass destruction;
• FATF highlighted concerns about a ruling in
Brazil on the use of financial intelligence and
discussed mutual evaluation and follow-up
reports for other members;
• The list of jurisdictions subject to monitoring
due to strategic AML/CFT deficiencies
has been updated. Iceland, Mongolia
and Zimbabwe have been identified as
jurisdictions with deficiencies and Ethiopia,
Sri Lanka and Tunisia have been removed;

• The results of initiatives were made public,
namely on ways to enhance supervision
at national level and best practices on
beneficial ownership for legal persons; and
• Work was presented on combatting the
laundering of funds of illegal wildlife trade.
Following the FATF plenary, the UK Treasury
published on 21 October an amended
advisory notice on the AML/CFT controls in
overseas jurisdictions.

The plenary outcomes can be found HERE.

Stablecoins statement can be found HERE.

Public statement on Iran can be found HERE.

High-risk jurisdictions can be found HERE.

Best practices on beneficial ownership for
legal persons can be found HERE.
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UK Financial Conduct Authority consults on fees for AML
supervision of cryptoasset businesses
The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority
(FCA) published on 15 October plans
to recover its expected costs of
supervising the anti-money laundering
(AML) compliance of cryptoasset
businesses by charging each of them a
GBP 5,000 registration fee and annual
income-based fees.
The FCA will supervise and take necessary
enforcement action from 10 January
2020 against registered and unregistered
cryptoasset businesses concerning their
compliance with the UK’s amended Money
Laundering, Terrorist Financing and Transfer

of Funds (Information on the Payer)
Regulations 2017 (MLRs).
The FCA is requesting comments to Question
1 on the proposed registration fee by 11
November and responses to Question 2 on
the proposed periodic fees by 10 December.
Cryptoasset businesses include

On 25 October, the FCA published a webpage
summarising the types of cryptoassets it will
be supervising for AML compliance from 10
January 2020 and the timeline for businesses
to meet registration requirements.

The FCA press release can be found HERE.

• Issuers of initial coin offerings (ICOs) or
initial exchange offering (IEOs); and

The consultation paper can be found HERE.

• Firms, ATMs or online marketplaces that
exchange fiat currency for cryptocurrency.

The FCA webpage can be found HERE.

No-deal would expose UK borders to organised crime
The UK National Audit Office (NAO)
published on 16 October a report on
“The UK border: preparedness for EU
exit October 2019,” which concludes
that the UK border might become
vulnerable to fraud and smuggling in the
event of a no-deal Brexit with organised
criminals exploiting weaknesses or
inconsistencies in enforcement.

Key findings
• Government departments and businesses
are not fully prepared for the most
significant risks to the effective functioning
of the border; and
• Despite government efforts, there would
be increased opportunities for tax and

regulatory non-compliance, and organised
criminals and others would quickly exploit
any gaps in the enforcement regime.

The press release can be found HERE.

The NAO report can be found HERE.

EU publishes annual report on anti-fraud efforts
The European Commission published
on 11 October its annual report on the
protection of the EU’s financial interests,
which summarises the impact of
legislative and policy efforts to combat
fraud across the Union in 2018.
The report recommends that member
states should enhance and enforce their

customs control strategies for cross-border
e-commerce trade, particularly for the
potential abuse of low-value consignment
reliefs (LVCR) and for the proper collection of
traditional own resources (TOR).
The report also states that member states
should adopt national anti-fraud strategies in
cooperation with authorities involved in the

protection of the EU’s financial interests, such
as law enforcement and prosecution services.

The press release can be found HERE.

The annual report can be found HERE.
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United States signs data access agreement with UK, and
negotiates similar deals with the EU and Australia
The UK and US governments signed
on 3 October a bilateral agreement
intended to speed up investigations into
serious and organised crime by granting
law enforcement agencies direct access
to data held by technology companies
and communication services providers.
The UK-US Bilateral Data Access Agreement
is formed under the UK’s Crime (Overseas
Production Orders) Act 2019, passed in
February, and the US’ Clarifying Lawful

Overseas Use of Data (CLOUD) Act, passed
in March 2018. The agreement is expected to
come into force following a six-month review
by each nation’s lawmakers.
The US and EU issued a joint statement on 26
September announcing they are negotiating
an agreement to facilitate access to electronic
evidence in criminal investigations. Similarly,
the US and Australia announced negotiations
on 7 October for a bilateral agreement under
the CLOUD Act.

The UK press release can be found HERE.

The US press release can be found HERE.

Joint US-EU statement can be found HERE.

US-Australia statement can be found HERE.

UK’s FCA signals tougher enforcement approach
In a speech published on 21 October,
a senior official at the UK’s Financial
Conduct Authority (FCA) announced
plans to move further towards
an outcomes-based regulatory
approach and to use all of its statutory
enforcement powers.
Christopher Woolard, executive director of
strategy and competition, said the FCA plans
to take “a more interventionist solution”

where problems persist in financial services
firms, including imposing a “tougher” remedy
sooner, as needed.

discussion paper on its principles and a
consultation paper on the duty of care;

The FCA plans to

• Simplify and streamline its rulebook through
a Handbook Review; and

• Issue an open invitation for thoughts and
ideas;

• Take a more outcomes-focused approach in
its sector views and business plan next year.

• Publish detailed papers, including an
analysis of future market dynamics, a

The transcript can be found HERE.

EU consultation includes wildlife trafficking measures
The European Commission launched on
11 October a public consultation on the
effectiveness of the EU’s Environmental
Crime Directive of November 2009. The
Directive requires EU member states
to treat wildlife trafficking and other
activities that damage the environment
as criminal offences.
The Commission will publish a summary
of responses received soon after the

consultation ends on 2 January. The full
consultation results will be included in an
evaluation of the Directive, scheduled for the
first half of 2020.

• New challenges in environmental crime,
such as the increased involvement of
organised crime groups and the need for
greater cross-border cooperation.

The Commission aims to assess
• Whether EU member states have taken
“appropriate measures” at all levels of the
enforcement chain to ensure effective
implementation of the Directive; and

The press release can be found HERE.

The consultation can be found HERE.
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UK SFO could
improve
approach to
progressing
serious cases
The HM Crown Prosecution Service
Inspectorate (HMCPSI) stated in
a report published on 8 October
that the UK’s Serious Fraud Office
(SFO) could improve its approach
to progressing cases involving
serious or complex fraud, bribery
or corruption.
Key recommendations addressed to
the SFO include
• Set and monitor key milestones for
investigating and prosecuting cases,
and enforce compliance with the
operational handbook;
• Develop a resourcing and training
model that leverages staff skills and
time available to progress cases
effectively;
• Ensure equity across cases in
allocating teams and skills, and
consider reallocating resources if
cases do not progress promptly; and
• Provide guidance for case controllers
on deploying and monitoring
independent counsel and an
evaluation mechanism.

The press release can be found HERE.

The full report can be found HERE.

ESMA consults on the Market Abuse
Regulation and issues RTS report
The European Securities and Markets
Authority (ESMA) published on 3
October a consultation on the Market
Abuse Regulation (MAR), pursuant
to Article 38 of the Regulation, which
requires the European Commission
(EC) to present a report to the EU
Parliament and the Council to assess
various provisions of the Regulation.

• Elements outside the EC’s mandate,
namely the obligation to disclose inside
information and insider lists.

Feedback is requested on

Then on 8 October the ESMA published
the final report on its draft Regulatory
Technical Standards (RTS) on cooperation
arrangements under Regulation (EU)
596/2014 on market abuse to be used
by national competent authorities when
cooperating with third countries’ authorities
and information exchange requests.

• The relevance of common rules on the
administrative sanctions for insider
dealing and market manipulation;
• The trading prohibitions for persons
discharging managerial responsibilities;
• Elements within the EC’s mandate on
the scope of MAR such as the delayed
disclosure of inside information, insider
lists and cross-border enforcement of
sanctions; and

Based on the feedback received to
the consultation, which closes on 29
November, the ESMA will develop the final
review report to be submitted to the EC in
the spring of 2020.

The consultation can be found HERE.

The RTS report can be found HERE.

EU Council adopts new Directive on
the protection of whistleblowers
The Council of the European Union
adopted on 7 October a new EU
Directive laying down common
minimum standards for the protection
of persons reporting breaches of
Union law in areas including financial
services and the prevention of money
laundering and terrorist financing.
The new rules establish internal reporting
channels in all companies of 50 employees
or more and municipalities of more than
10,000 inhabitants, and procedures for
internal reporting and follow-up. EU

member states will have two years to
transpose the new rules.

The press release can be found HERE.
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UK OFSI’s annual review includes
trends in sanctions breaches and
plans to update penalty guidance
The UK Treasury’s Office of Financial
Sanctions Implementation (OFSI)
published on 5 October its annual
review, which provides an overview
of its activities and the trends in
cases over the past financial year.

The Council of the European Union
agreed on 10 October to remove the
United Arab Emirates (UAE) and the
Marshall Islands from the EU’s list
of non-cooperative jurisdictions for
tax purposes. As a result, UAE will
be delisted, and the Marshall Islands
will be moved from Annex I of the
conclusions to Annex II.

The 10-page report also summarises the
UK’s planned approach to sanctions after
leaving the European Union and states
that the OFSI will update its monetary
penalty guidance and sector-specific
guidance ahead of Brexit.
The trends in the UK reported sanctions
breaches between April 2018 to March
2019
• Increase in breaches involving Libya and
human rights in Iran, and decrease in
breaches involving nuclear proliferation
in Iran;
• Increase in value of breaches involving
Iran and North Korea; and

EU updates
the list of noncooperative
jurisdictions for
tax purposes

• Increase in value of breaches involving
Russia but decrease in number of
reported breaches.

The annual review can be found HERE.

Albania, Costa Rica, Mauritius, Serbia
and Switzerland were found compliant
with all commitments and will be
removed from Annex II. The Council has
also concluded that the US meets the
EU’s three tax transparency criteria.

The UK’s guidance can be found HERE.

The press release can be found HERE.

Brexit guidance can be found HERE.

The Council report can be found HERE.

California Department of Business Oversight publishes
cannabis banking guidance for financial institutions
California’s Department of Business
Oversight (DBO) issued on 3 October
guidance for state-chartered financial
institutions on banking relationships
with cannabis-related businesses.
The guidance, issued in the form of a
questionnaire used by examiners, is
designed to help financial institutions
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make appropriate risk assessments
and comply with federal guidelines.
The questionnaire tracks guidance
issued in February 2014 by the US
Treasury Department’s Financial Crimes
Enforcement Network (FinCEN) to clarify
Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) expectations

for financial institutions seeking to provide
services to marijuana-related businesses.
The press release can be found HERE.
The guidance can be found HERE.
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ECB to assess banks’ AML systems and controls
The European Central Bank’s (ECB)
banking supervision division announced
in its risk assessment report for 2020
published on 7 October that cybercrime,
misconduct, money laundering and
terrorist financing are among the top
risks expected to impact the euro area
banking system over the next three
years.

The ECB stated that it will consider potential
AML/CTF risks involved when conducting its
supervisory activities, including assessments
of the adequacy of banks’ governance
arrangements and the suitability of members
of management bodies.
Supervisors will continue to closely monitor
governance related issues in banks, including

the composition and functioning of boards
of directors, internal control functions and
processes, data quality and reporting.
The press release can be found HERE.

The risk assessment can be found HERE.

EBA sets deadline for Strong Customer Authentication
The European Banking Authority (EBA)
issued on 16 October an Opinion on
the deadline for the migration to strong
customer authentication (SCA) for
e-commerce card-based payment
transactions, announcing that migration
plans of payment service providers
(PSPs), including implementation

and testing by merchants, must be
completed by 31 December 2020.
Prior to this, the EBA issued an Opinion on
21 June authorising national competent
authorities (NCAs) to grant “limited additional
time” to PSPs to meet the requirements
beyond the original deadline of 14 September

2019. The EBA has taken note of the fact that
all EU NCAs have made use of the flexibility
granted to them. The latest EBA Opinion
includes a list of milestones for NCAs.

The EBA Opinion can be found HERE.

EU’s ECOFIN Council considers creating AML supervisor
and converting AML directive into regulation
On 10 October, the European
Commission’s vice president Valdis
Dombrovskis said in a speech that
members of the Economic and
Financial Affairs (ECOFIN) Council
have discussed several measures to
counter money laundering and terrorism
financing in the European Union.
Council conclusions are scheduled to be
adopted on 5 December.

implemented” and the effects of the rules
are “properly assessed”;

financial, gaming, real estate and other
sectors.

• Ministers considered further harmonising
AML rules by turning the AML directive into
a regulation and conferring specific AML
supervisory tasks to an EU body;

The ECOFIN Council comprises economics
and finance ministers from all EU member
states. Relevant European commissioners
also participate in meetings.

Key takeaways from the meeting

• Dombrovskis will evaluate whether the
EU should create a new AML agency
or consolidate “fresh powers” within an
existing body; and

• The need to ensure the Fourth and Fifth
iterations of the Anti-Money Laundering
Directive (4AMLD and 5AMLD) are “properly

• Financial intelligence units (FIUs) in the bloc
need “a much higher degree of coordination”
to tackle money laundering through the

The press release can be found HERE.

ECOFIN’s outcomes can be found HERE.

The presidency note can be found HERE.
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ESAs opinion on
AML/CFT risks in
financial sector
The three European Supervisory
Authorities (ESAs) published on 4
October a second joint Opinion on
the risks of money laundering and
terrorist financing through the EU
financial sector. The Opinion draws
on responses submitted between
January and June 2018 by 48 AML
supervisors.
Key AML/CFT risks
• Cross-sector risks: the UK’s withdrawal
from the EU, new technologies, virtual
currencies, national divergences in
AML legislation and supervision, weak
internal controls, de-risking;
• Inherent risks to credit institutions:
cross-border transactions,
identification of customers and
beneficial owners, client risk
assessments, implementation of
systems and controls;
• Inherent risks to investment firms:
products and services offered through
EU ‘passporting,’ due diligence issues
linked to non-resident clients, non-faceto-face transactions and business
involving tax havens; and
• Inherent risks to money remittance
firms: de-risking by banks, high speed
and high volume of small-value
transfers to terrorists, and remittances
to high-risk jurisdictions.

The press release can be found HERE.

The joint Opinion can be found HERE.

EBA to ensure national authorities
investigate banks for AML breaches
The Joint Committee of the
European Supervisory Authorities
(ESAs) announced in its 2020 work
programme, published on 2 October,
the European Banking Authority’s
(EBA) plans for ensuring consistent
supervision and enforcement of AML
rules across the EU.
From 1 January 2020, the Joint
Committee’s competence for AML matters
will be transferred to a permanent internal
committee of the EBA. The European
Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA)
and European Insurance and Occupational
Pensions Authority (EIOPA) will continue
to contribute to the EBA’s new centralised
competence.

institutions and impose specific
remedial actions;
• Review risk assessments and
implementation of AML rules by
national authorities to foster “strong
and convergent” execution of EU-wide
policies; and
• Monitor AML risks across the EU, inform
national supervisors of key risks and
foster information sharing on AML
risks and trends between supervisors
(including through a new permanent
committee).

The press release can be found HERE.

The EBA will
• Ensure that breaches of the EU’s AML
rules are consistently investigated
across the bloc and, where necessary,
the EBA will ask national AML
supervisors to investigate financial

2020 programme can be found HERE.

EBA programme can be found HERE.

Cayman Islands to introduce public
beneficial ownership registers
The Cayman Islands government
announced on 9 October that it will
“advance legislation” to introduce
public registers of company beneficial
ownership information after the
measure becomes an international
standard and EU members implement
it under the Fifth Anti-Money
Laundering Directive (5AMLD),
anticipated by 2023.

The statement makes no mention of
whether the government will introduce a
public beneficial ownership register for
trusts based in the Cayman Islands.
The commitment can be found HERE.

Official statement can be found HERE.
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UK government issues annual report on modern slavery
The UK government’s Home Office
published on 17 October its 2019
annual report on modern slavery, which
highlights the UK’s response to modern
slavery and its enablers such as tackling
illicit financial flows.

• The National Crime Agency has targeted the
enablers of modern slavery including use of
the internet for sexual exploitation and illicit
financial flows from trafficking; and

Key findings
• There has been an uplift in the anti-slavery
operational activity, with 1,479 investigations
in June, a rise of 64 percent on the previous
year;
• Seventy-five percent of the UK registered
firms uploaded statements on preventing

slavery in their supply chains, on which a
Home Office audit is underway;
• New tools have been introduced to tackle
modern slavery in government supply
chains and a public statement is due later
this year;

• The average unit cost of a modern slavery
crime is GBP 328,720, higher than any other
crime type, apart from homicide (based on
data from 2018).

The press release can be found HERE.

The annual report can be found HERE.

FCA and BoE publish report on use of machine learning
The Bank of England (BoE) and the
Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)
published on 16 October the results
of their joint survey on the current use
of machine learning in UK financial
services. In total, 106 responses were
received from dual-regulated firms and
FCA-regulated firms.

The BoE and FCA plan to establish a
public-private group to explore some of the
questions and technical areas covered in
the report. Key findings include: machine
learning is most commonly used in antimoney laundering (AML) and fraud detection;
regulation is not seen as a barrier, but some
firms stress the need for additional guidance

on how to interpret current regulation; and
firms tend to use safeguards such as alert
systems and ‘human-in-the-loop’ mechanisms
to manage the risks.

The report can be found HERE.

UK FCA developing analytical tools for AML supervision
The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority
(FCA) is currently experimenting
with new analytical techniques to
improve anti-money laundering (AML)
supervision, a senior official said in a
speech on 23 October.
Megan Butler, executive director of
supervision for investment, wholesale and
specialists, said the FCA is using predictive
analytics and web scraping to more quickly
identify key trends and potential outliers

in firms’ defences against financial crime.
Officials plan to focus supervisory efforts
on higher-risk firms and portfolios based on
patterns and trends in the data.
Butler said the FCA’s analytics centre has
already reviewed 10,000 data points across
16 separate regulatory returns, including
the annual Financial Crime Data Return,
to produce analytics with risk indicators
of money laundering. Officials are also
assessing automated supervisory tools to

identify gaps in firms’ systems and controls
for sanctions spotting and transaction
monitoring. “These tools could help firms
understand if sanctions data is up-to-date
and whether their defences are able to pick
up known money laundering typologies and
patterns,” Butler explained.

The transcript can be found HERE.
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UK debates
international
sanctions
policy and
implementation
The UK House of Commons held a
debate on 3 October on international
sanctions policy and implementation,
discussing the overall effectiveness
of the UK sanctions regime and
expectations for a robust policy
after departure from the EU. MPs
called on the government to build
more consistent policy, provide
more guidance on implementation
to government departments and
establish a senior officer to oversee
sanctions strategy and links to antimoney laundering policies.

MPs called on the
government to build
more consistent
policy and provide
more guidance on
implementation
The minister for the Middle East and
North Africa Andrew Murrison said the
UK implemented 37 UN and EU sanctions
regimes, and almost 2,000 individuals and
entities have been prevented from travelling
to, or investing in, the UK as a result.

The press release can be found HERE.

The transcript can be found HERE.

EU Commission highlights high-risk
third countries methodology
In preparation for the Economic and
Financial Affairs (ECOFIN) Council
meeting, the European Commission
(EC) released on 1 October a nonpaper on key elements of a refined
methodology for identifying highrisk third countries for anti-money
laundering (AML) and terrorist
financing (TF) purposes under
Directive (EU) 2015/849.
The key new elements of a refined
methodology for identifying high-risk third
countries concern:
• The interaction between the EU and
Financial Action Taskforce (FATF) listing
process;

The EC has been working on an improved
methodology in order to address concerns
expressed by the Council as regards the
transparency of the EU listing process.
Ministers were due to exchange views
on the methodology as revised by the
Commission at the ECOFIN meeting on 10
October. Once the methodology is finalised,
the EC will put forward a new draft list, in
the form of a delegated act.

• Enhanced engagement with the third
countries; and

The EC non-paper can be found HERE.

• Reinforced consultation with member
states experts.

ECOFIN agenda can be found HERE.

Malaysia moves to set up National
Financial Crime Prevention Centre
The Dewan Rakyat, the lower chamber
of the parliament of Malaysia passed
on 10 October a Bill to establish a
National Financial Crime Prevention
Centre (NFCPC) aimed at coordinating
the government and law enforcement
response to money laundering and
launching a centralised financial
crime-related data system to support
operational work.
Under current plans, the NFCPC will
coordinate the work of around 20

agencies, including the Royal Malaysian
Customs, Police and Immigration
Department, Bank Negara Malaysia, the
Malaysian Anti-Corruption Commission,
the Companies Commission and the
Inland Revenue Board. The NFCPC is an
initiative of the National Anti-Corruption
Plan for 2019-2023 and is expected to be
set up by January 2020.

The Bill can be found HERE.
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Review of UK response to serious and organised crime
The UK Home Office announced on 29
October the launch of a formal review
looking at the full spectrum of serious
and organised crime, which will support
the government and law enforcement
in responding to threats such as people
and drug trafficking, county lines, fraud
and illicit finance.
The review will focus on the legal powers,
capabilities, governance and funding required
by the National Crime Agency (NCA), regional
organised crime units and local police in

Mackey QPM, former deputy commissioner
of the Metropolitan Police, with support
from stakeholders and advisors from law
enforcement and national security.

England and Wales to ensure that they deliver
on tackling serious criminality.
The review – which the government states is
the first to look at the full spectrum of serious
and organised crime – will be led by Sir Craig

A final report on the review is due in spring
2020 and will inform the implementation of
the Serious and Organised Crime Strategy of
November 2018.

The press release can be found HERE.

US lawmakers back Bills on beneficial ownership and
anti-money laundering regulatory reforms
On 22 October, the US House of
Representatives passed two Bills
designed to ensure company ownership
transparency and reform the antimoney laundering (AML) regulatory
regime. The Senate will next consider
the Corporate Transparency Act (HR
2513) and the Coordinating Oversight,
Upgrading and Innovating Technology
and Examiner Reform Act of 2019
(COUNTER Act, HR 2514).
The Corporate Transparency Act would
require companies to disclose their beneficial
owners to the Treasury Department’s

Financial Crimes Enforcement Network
(FinCEN). The information would be held in a
database accessible by law enforcement and,
with customer consent, financial institutions,
to combat financial crime.
The COUNTER Act would increase the
Treasury Department’s powers, improve
AML oversight and modernise the AML
system, including through increased feedback
between regulators, law enforcement
and financial institutions. On 21 October,
the House Financial Services Committee
published a 90-page report on the proposed
measures.

The White House issued a statement
on 22 October supporting the Corporate
Transparency Act. Both Bills have received
backing from the Credit Union National
Association (CUNA), Bank Policy Institute
(BPI) and Financial Accountability and
Corporate Transparency (FACT) Coalition,
among others.
The press release can be found HERE.

The markup can be found HERE.

UK Home Office bulletin showcases JMLIT successes
The UK Home Office published on 25
October the August 2019 edition of
the quarterly Serious and Organised
Crime Local Partnerships bulletin, to
share good practice on the work by
government, law enforcement and the

private sector to prevent and tackle
modern slavery, economic crime and
money laundering.
The latest edition of the bulletin showcases
the successes of the UK’s Joint Money

Laundering Intelligence Taskforce (JMLIT),
which was established in 2015.

The latest bulletin can be found HERE.
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Governments to support efforts to
identify wildlife trafficking profits
Representatives of 20 countries
adopted on 4 October the Lima
Declaration on Illegal Wildlife Trade to
combat illicit trafficking of wildlife and
associated financial flows to organised
crime groups.
Agreed measures include
• Using financial investigation techniques
and supporting public-private partnerships
to identify illicit financial flows, criminal
organisations and networks associated with
wildlife trafficking;
• Identifying and addressing the risk of
corruption linked to the illegal wildlife trade;
• Making wildlife trafficking offences serious
crimes in national legislation;
• Supporting cross-border and regional
networks in improving investigation,
prosecution and punishment; and

• Encouraging donor countries, agencies
and international financial institutions to
contribute to the implementation of the
declaration through the provision of funding
and technical assistance in support of
countries’ national and cross-border efforts.

The press release can be found HERE.

The media statement can be found HERE.

US Government Accountability Office
reports on the impact of sanctions
The US Government Accountability
Office published on 2 October a
report on the implementation and
effectiveness of US sanctions.

• Studies show that US sanctions have been
more effective when implemented through
an international organisation or when the
countries were dependent on the US; and

Key findings

• Comprehensive sanctions have had larger
economic impacts but could also yield
unintended consequences.

• There are currently 20 country-based and
country-related sanctions programmes;
• The Departments of the Treasury, State and
Commerce carry out impact assessments,
but do not analyse sanctions’ effectiveness
on the wider US policy goals;

The press release can be found HERE.

The full report can be found HERE.

UK’s FCA
summarises
expectations
for SAR and
STOR regimes
In a letter to trade association
UK Finance dated 6 September
but made public in October,
the UK Financial Conduct
Authority’s (FCA) director
of market oversight, Julia
Hoggett, summarised the FCA’s
expectations of firms in applying
the suspicious activity reporting
(SAR) and suspicious transaction
and order reports (STOR)
regimes.
The letter reminds firms to consider
on a case-by-case basis all of their
reporting obligations in relation to
both market abuse and financial
crime and to assess whether to
submit a STOR, SAR or both.
The FCA also encourages firms to
refer to its Financial Crime Guide,
which was updated in December
2018 with a new chapter on insider
dealing and market manipulation,
and its thematic review of the money
laundering risks in capital markets,
which was published on 10 June.

The FCA letter can be found HERE.

The FCA guide can be found HERE.

The review can be found HERE.
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UK Queen’s speech includes plans for an extradition bill
Britain’s monarch delivered on 14
October a speech outlining the
government’s legislative plans, many
of which reflected prime minister
Boris Johnson’s intention for the UK
to leave the EU on 31 October. The UK
government simultaneously published a
background briefing on the 26 planned
Bills for the next parliamentary session.

period, protection of migrants’ rights,
and a new protocol on Ireland/Northern
Ireland that does not include backstop
arrangements;

Legislative plans include

• An Extradition (Provisional Arrest) Bill to
allow police to arrest without court-obtained
warrants individuals suspected by overseas
authorities of serious crimes, and to
replicate powers under the European Arrest
Warrant as required; and

• A European Union (Withdrawal Agreement)
Bill with measures to ensure the UK leaves
the EU on 31 October with a deal, transition

• National security and investment legislation
to strengthen the government’s existing
powers for scrutinising and intervening in

mergers and takeovers believed to have
national security implications.
Global Witness issued a statement on
14 October criticising the government for
omitting legislation to target “elite” criminals
who own UK properties through anonymous
companies registered in tax havens.

The Queen’s speech can be found HERE.

Background briefing can be found HERE.

US FinCEN to consider Section 311 actions against types
of transactions and accounts; OCC supervision plan
In a speech published on 15 October, a
senior US Treasury Department official
said the Financial Crimes Enforcement
Network (FinCEN) will consider using
Section 311 actions against certain
classes of transactions or types of
accounts. FinCEN’s deputy director
Jamal El-Hindi said “it makes perfect
sense” for his agency to use these tools
“where situations warrant,” without
elaborating further.

To date, FinCEN has only used its 311
statutory authority to identify foreign
jurisdictions and financial institutions as
“primary money laundering concerns.”
Meanwhile, the US Treasury Department’s
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency
(OCC) released on 1 October its bank
supervision operating plan for fiscal year
2019/2020 outlining its supervision priorities
and objectives. The OCC’s priorities include

cybersecurity and resilience, and Bank
Secrecy Act/AML compliance management,
with an emphasis on due diligence, beneficial
ownership and technology.

FinCEN transcript can be found HERE.

The OCC’s plan can be found HERE.

US financial regulators issue joint statement on the need
for AML rules to be applied to cryptoasset activities
Three US financial regulators issued a
joint statement on 11 October reminding
financial institutions engaged in initial
coin offerings (ICOs) and other activities
involving digital assets to comply with

anti-money laundering (AML) rules
under the Bank Secrecy Act (BSA).
The statement was issued by FinCEN, the
Securities and Exchange Commission

(SEC) and the Commodity Futures Trading
Commission (CFTC).
The statement can be found HERE.
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UK Solicitors
Regulation
Authority AML
risk assessment
finds failings at
“many firms”
The UK Solicitors Regulation
Authority (SRA) issued on 29
October an updated warning notice
on the mandatory firm-wide money
laundering and terrorist financing
(ML/TF) risk assessment for SRAregulated firms and individuals
that are subject to the Money
Laundering, Terrorist Financing and
Transfer of Funds (Information on
the Payer) Regulations 2017.
The SRA notes that its latest review
of 400 companies reveals AML
failures as many firms do not have
a risk assessment in place or their
assessments do not consider challenges
related to high-risk jurisdictions,
transactions or delivery methods. The
SRA has taken follow up action on
“around 20 percent “of the 400 risk
assessments reviewed.
Some risk assessments were also
found to be incomplete, for instance
the SRA states that many firms do not
understand their responsibilities when
dealing with PEPs. “Stating that your firm
does not provide services to PEPs, as
many firms have done, does not address
the need to be able to identify PEPs and
to put in place appropriate controls,”
explains the SRA warning.
The SRA notice can be found HERE.

UK’s HMRC responds to committee
report on its plans to address tax
avoidance and evasion
The UK’s HM Revenue and Customs
(HMRC) published on 10 October its
response to the House of Commons
Treasury Sub-Committee’s “Disputing
Tax” report of 31 July 2019, setting
out the government’s response to
each of the Committee’s conclusions
and recommendations, as well as
providing insight into HMRC’s plans
to address offshore tax evasion
and increase transparency on tax
avoidance offenders and disguised
remuneration settlement schemes.
Summary
• HMRC will update its strategy for tackling
promoters of avoidance schemes by 31
March 2020;
• Guidance has been published on the use
of the new 12-year offshore assessing
time limit (compared to four years
previously) before making assessments

of taxpayers and open enquiries into
offshore evasion;
• HMRC will continue to engage with the
professional bodies that are bound by
the Professional Conduct in Relation
to Taxation (PCRT) standard to ensure
that the rules are upheld among agents
whose clients include those with offshore
tax affairs;
• HMRC will continue to address issues
relating to offshore tax affairs on a caseby-case basis; and
• HMRC is currently working with
professional bodies to review the PCRT in
autumn 2019.
The response can be found HERE.

The tax report can be found HERE.

FCA issues policy statement on the
approach to SCA in event of no-deal
The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority
(FCA) issued Policy Statement (PS)
19/26 on 25 October, which confirms
that, in the event of a no-deal Brexit,
the UK will apply technical standards
for strong customer authentication
(UK-RTS) that are substantially the
same as the EU Regulatory Technical
Standards for strong customer
authentication (SCA-RTS).

In the event of a no-deal, the SCA-RTS
adjustment period will apply to the UK-RTS.
In accordance with consultation paper
CP18/44 and quarterly consultation
paper 25, the changes will apply to banks,
building societies and PSPs.

PS 19/26 can be found HERE.
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Tackling corruption and financial crime in sport
By Alex Jones
Editorial Assistant
Aperio Intelligence

In late 2015, the scale and extent of
corruption in sport was brought to the
attention of the general public, with
multiple scandals making headlines
over the following year, including
high-profile arrests at FIFA, allegations
of bribery and vote buying in the
International Olympic Committee (IOC),
and investigations into payments to
cover up positive doping tests involving
the International Association of
Athletics Federations (IAAF), to name
but a few. Rather than viewing these as
a succession of isolated instances of
corruption, these scandals can be seen
as evidence of deep-seated issues in
the structure of how sport is governed
and regulated, and a warning to those
with financial ties to the world of sport
to proceed with caution.
The global sports market is now estimated
at around USD 500 billion1. As the sector
continues to see impressive growth
worldwide, opportunities for corruption
expand: the lack of transparency and the
inconsistent regulatory frameworks that
struggle to keep pace with this dynamic
market provides fertile ground for corrupt
practice. This article aims to present a
broad overview of the areas of international
sport that are particularly susceptible to
corruption and financial crime, exploring

1. 2022 Global Sports Market Size, Drivers, Trends and Forecast, Global Newswire.
2. Rio Olympics: Ex-governor says he paid $2m bribe, BBC News.
3. Exclusive investigation: Qatar’s secret $880m World Cup payments to Fifa, The Times.
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some prominent examples through selected
case studies from recent years, touching
on the regulatory frameworks that seek to
deter and prosecute those who participate in
corrupt practices. This feature also illustrates
how corruption in sport intertwines with
wider issues of financial crime, such as
tax evasion, and broader scandals such
as Operation Lava Jato. This article also
includes a case study on Georgy Bedzhamov,
who was a prominent figure in Russian sport
and a former co-owner of the now collapsed
Vneshprombank, which was one of the
largest bank collapses in Russian history.
Corruption in sport
Mega sporting events such as the Olympics
or the FIFA World Cup are focal points in the
sporting calendar that draw huge audiences,
but they have also served to highlight the
array of corrupt practices that can tarnish
sport. Drawing on a selection of recent
international competitions, the following are
examples of vulnerabilities to corruption in
the lifecycle of a mega sporting event.

Vote buying
The competition to host mega sports
events is fierce. Corruption in the awarding
process for mega events has been wellpublicised in recent years, making headlines
historically with the Salt Lake City Winter
Olympics scandal in 2002. More recently,
there have been ongoing investigations into
the awarding of the 2016 Summer Olympics
to Rio de Janeiro: in July 2019, the former
governor of Rio confessed in a plea deal that
he paid USD 2 million in bribes to Lamine
Diack, a former member of the IOC and
president of the IAAF, for his votes to secure
the games2. Implicated as a facilitator in
this deal is Carlos Nuzman, the former
president of the Brazilian National Olympic
Committee, who was arrested in 2017 on
suspicion of corruption, money laundering
and participating in a criminal operation.
Similarly, there have been renewed calls in
March 2019 to investigate the awarding
of the 2022 FIFA World Cup to Qatar3. It is
alleged that a USD 100 million success fee
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was included in a TV deal offered by Qatar’s
state-run broadcaster, Al-Jazeera (now beIN
Sports), to FIFA, which would be paid only
if Qatar won the World Cup ballot in 2010.
The conduct of Qatar’s bid was initially
investigated by an internal FIFA investigation
in 2014, which cleared Qatar of any
wrongdoing4. The author of the investigation
report, Michael J. Garcia, quit in protest over
how the findings of his report were handled.
Most recently, the head of Japan’s Olympic
Committee, Tsunekazu Takeda, who was
also a long-standing member of the IOC,
is being investigated in France for alleged
corruption in the awarding of the 2020
Games to Tokyo. The probe is looking into a
EUR 2 million payment to a company linked
to Lamine Diack, allegedly made by Japan’s
bidding committee5.
Construction
The construction projects that prepared
Brazil for the 2014 FIFA World Cup and the
Rio 2016 Summer Olympics have been
embroiled in Operation Lava Jato, with
allegations that millions of dollars’ worth
of bribes were used to secure building
contracts. Six out of 12 stadiums built for the
World Cup in 2014 have been investigated,
with the former mayor of Rio de Janeiro,
Eduardo Paes, being accused by a former
executive at Odebrecht of having taken BRL
15 million (GBP 3.7 million) in exchange for
facilitating contracts related to the Games6.
The preparations for the Sochi 2014 Winter

Olympics were also dogged by accusations
of embezzlement and bribery. The Sochi
Games is alleged to have come at a total
cost of USD 50 billion, which, if accurate,
was more than all of the expenses for all the
sports structures at the previous 21 Winter
Olympics put together, and quadruple the
initial USD 12 billion price tag.
A report commissioned in 2014 by Russian
opposition leaders, Boris Nemtsov and
Leonid Martynyuk, stated that “between
$25bn and $30bn” was embezzled, which
benefited “only oligarchs and companies
close to Mr Putin”7. It was alleged that the
most expensive sports facilities built for
the Games were commissioned through an
opaque process without public tenders.

The construction
projects that prepared
Brazil for the 2014
FIFA World Cup and
the Rio 2016 Summer
Olympics have been
embroiled in Operation
Lava Jato
marketing rights for the FIFA competitions
in the Americas. The bribes and kickbacks
were estimated to total USD 150 million9.
In-competition corruption

Broadcasting rights for major sporting
events are extremely lucrative and make up
a significant proportion of the income for
sports administrative bodies. In 2011, US
broadcaster NBC paid the IOC a total of USD
4.38 billion for the rights to the next four
Olympics, buying the rights for another six in
2014 for USD 7.7 billion8.

Allegations of corruption have tainted
mega sporting events during the course
of the competitions in a number of ways,
some explicitly for financial gain, others
for competitive advantage. Most notable
in the last five years are the staggering
number of cases of doping exposed since
an investigation by the German broadcaster,
ARD, uncovered the Russian state-sponsored
doping programme at Sochi 2014.

Indeed, the so-called FIFAgate scandal that
broke in 2015, arguably one of the most
high-profile investigations into corruption in
sport in recent times, saw 14 people indicted
in connection with an investigation by the
FBI into alleged bribery, fraud and money
laundering relating to the sale of media and

Further, during the Rio 2016 Olympics, a
member of the IOC Executive Committee
was arrested by Brazilian authorities on
charges of conspiracy, ticket scalping and
ambush marketing; authorities alleged he
was part of a plot to make USD 3 million by
illegally selling tickets above face value10.

Broadcasting deals

4. Report on the inquiry into the 2018/2022 FIFAWorld Cup™ bidding process, FIFA.
5. Tokyo 2020 Games: Japan Olympics chief ‘investigated in French corruption probe’, BBC News.
6. Stadium deals, corruption and bribery: the questions at the heart of Brazil’s Olympic and World Cup ‘miracle’, The Guardian.
7. Sochi Olympics a ‘monstrous scam’ - Russian opposition, BBC News.
8. NBC’s $12 billion investment in the Olympics is looking riskier, CNN.
9. Fifa corruption: South America football bosses convicted, BBC News.
10. Brazil charges IOC’s Hickey, 9 more on ticket scalping case, USA Today.
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Tax evasion
A report by the European Commission into
corruption in sport published in January this
year estimated that GBP 14.5 billion a year
is lost to tax authorities globally due to tax
evasion in sport, further suggesting that the
real extent of the problem is hard to estimate
due to the increasing use of offshore finance,
cross-border transfers and third-party
arrangements11. The same report found that
there is a “relatively high concentration of
corruption issues in Europe compared to the
rest of the world” in sports. In the case of
tax evasion, sports stars in Europe regularly
come under scrutiny.
In the last five years, Spanish tax authorities
have launched a crackdown on footballers,
in part due to the removal in 2010 of a tax
exemption from The Special Displaced
Workers Regime a Spanish Tax Decree
introduced in 2005. The law had allowed
footballers to reduce their tax liability but
recent investigations into tax evasion and
fraud by stars such as Cristiano Ronaldo
have seen fines and suspended prison
sentences issued.
In perhaps the most high-profile case of its
kind, FC Barcelona star Lionel Messi and
his father, Jorge Messi, were sentenced
to 21 and 15 months respectively in 2016
for evading taxes on Messi’s image rights.
Messi’s sentence was reduced to a EUR
252,000 fine in 2017. In a similar case,
Cristiano Ronaldo agreed to pay a fine of
EUR 18.8 million in January 2019, having
reached a deal with a court in Madrid over
tax evasion charges. Ronaldo was charged
with funnelling profits from image rights

deals between 2010-2014 through low-tax
companies in offshore jurisdictions to avoid
paying the required tax.
In the UK, HMRC has launched an increasing
number of investigations into football players
over tax issues, with 173 players, 40 clubs
and 38 agents reportedly under investigation
in early 2019 as HMRC aims to recover GBP
355 million from the sport12.
A 2017 European Parliament Committee of
Inquiry into money laundering and ‘epidemic’
tax evasion in football accused FIFA and
UEFA (European football’s governing body)
of being enablers of a corrupt system13. The
clampdown has brought to light a culture
of hidden wealth and systemic attempts
to subvert tax laws, facilitated by the
complexity and opaque nature of business
deals in the world of football. The diversity
of legal structures supporting individuals
and organisations, the complex nature of
stakeholder relationships, and the variety of
sources of income makes sport vulnerable to
financial crime and particularly susceptible
to money laundering.

Action Task Force (FATF) seminal report in
2009 titled ‘Money Laundering through the
Football Sector,’ which identified numerous
vulnerabilities to money laundering and
highlighted the adaptability of criminals in
finding new ways to ‘clean’ illegally obtained
funds15.
The same 2019 report by the Commission
stated that the complex structure and lack
of transparency in football “created a fertile
ground for the use of illegal resources,”
adding that “questionable sums of money
with no apparent or explicable financial
return or gain are being invested.”
In 2016, ‘Operation Matrioskas’ was
launched by police in Portugal with help from
Europol, to break up a money laundering ring,
composed mainly of Russian citizens, which
had targeted struggling football clubs. The
clubs were in need of financial assistance
and were vulnerable to being used to channel
dirty money. Sports teams and clubs are
attractive to organised crime because they
present a number of pathways for dirty
money to be laundered:

Money laundering

• Payments to agents or third-parties;

The ‘Mapping of corruption in sport in
the EU’ report published by the European
Commission in January 2019 claims that
up to GBP 78 billion annually is illegally
laundered through sport in the EU alone.
One of the first examples of official concern
of criminal infiltration into sport was the
2007 EU White Paper on Sport14, which
noted that corruption, illegal gambling and
money laundering were detrimental to sport,
a finding that was echoed in the Financial

• Mixing legitimate income with illegal funds
through cash gate receipts;
• Sponsorship deals;
• Inflating staff or player salaries;
• Over or under-valuing player transfer fees;
• Media rights deals; and
• Loans by directors or owners to the club.

11. Mapping of corruption in sport in the EU, European Commission.
12. Increasing numbers of footballers under investigation by HMRC over tax issues, ITV News.
13. Tax evasion in football an epidemic, MEPs told, The Parliament Magazine.
14. White Paper on Sport, European Commission.
15. Money Laundering through the Football Sector, Financial Action Task Force.
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In recent years, there have been increasingly
sophisticated attempts to target the
gambling industry through match-fixing,
which has long been an accessible conduit
for criminal syndicates to launder the
proceeds of crime. Syndicates use financial
rewards as a means to make players, teams
or officials, play in a such a way that they
achieve a pre-determined result, with ever
more nuanced instances of in-competition
manipulation being uncovered, commonly
known as ‘spot-fixing,’ which is defined
as ‘the action or practice of dishonestly
determining the outcome of a specific part
of a match or game before it is played.’
Cricket was subject to a major spot-fixing
scandal in 2010 when several members of
the Pakistan cricket team were found to
have performed pre-determined actions in
matches for financial rewards. Three players
were banned from the sport and served
prison sentences of between six and 32
months. Spot-fixing has also been found to
be a serious problem in international tennis,
with a review in 2018 by the Tennis Integrity
Unit (TIU), the sports anti-corruption body,
concluding that a “tsunami” of match-fixing
is plaguing lower-level tennis events, enabled
by the proliferation of online betting and
accessibility of live scoring data, which has
made betting on lower-ranked matches far
easier16. Players in the lower leagues are
often offered money by syndicates that far
outstrips their match salary.
It is important to note that sport has always
had an ambiguous relationship with betting,
as it has historically been an important
revenue source. Indeed, problems linked
to betting on sport are not new, but the
globalisation of the betting industry and the

individuals, who occupy powerful seats at
the nexus between big business, sports and
politics. An example is Georgy Bedzhamov,
the former Russian Bobsleigh Federation
president, former Executive Committee
member of the International Bobsleigh and
Skeleton Federation, and ex co-owner of
Vneshprombank, a Russian bank which
collapsed in 2016.

use of the internet for online betting further
increases the risk of money laundering. As
legalised gambling proliferates, detecting
illicit funds within the sports ecosystem
could become more difficult. A major
development in 2018 saw the United States
strike-down a 1992 law that barred stateauthorised sports gambling. Since then,
42 states have legalised sports betting
(or are moving towards it), opening up a
huge market with estimates of potential
revenues in 2024 varying widely between
USD 8.1 billion and USD 150 billion17. This
is indicative of a global trend towards
the legalisation of sports betting, which
amplifies the importance of strict monitoring
and robust regulatory frameworks.
Case study: Georgy Bedzhamov
International sport operates within, and is
influenced by, the global political landscape,
mirroring tensions and alliances, and acting
as a stage for nations to project soft power
and engage in diplomatic relations. The
leadership of international sports bodies
is populated by politically well-connected

Bedzhamov was elected president of the
Russian Bobsleigh Federation in 2010 and
oversaw success at Sochi 2014, where
Russia won three gold medals in bobsleigh
and skeleton. Bedzhamov was invited to the
Kremlin following this success, where he
received a state decoration from Russia’s
president Vladimir Putin. Bedzhamov had
been widely credited with building Russia’s
bobsleigh programme into an international
contender after years of decline, using his
wealth to bankroll the team.
Following the Winter Games in February
2014, Bedzhamov was elected to the
position of vice-president of communications
at the International Bobsleigh and Skeleton
Federation in May 2014 and began serving
on the body’s executive committee. However,
in January 2016, the Central Bank of
Russia revoked Vneshprombank’s licence
when a USD 2.4 billion hole was found
in its accounts following an audit. It was
subsequently discovered in an investigation
that from May 2009 to December 2015,
Bedzhamov, along with his sister Larisa
Markus, co-owner of the bank, and its
vice-president, Yekaterina Glushakova, had
taken steps to strip assets from the bank. It
was reported that fraudulent loans to shell
companies made up as much as 23 percent
of the bank’s loan book18.

16. Independent Review of Integrity in Tennis,Tennis Integrity Unit.
17. A bet on America: the sports gambling gold rush, The Financial Times.
18. High court freezes £1.34bn assets of Russian bobsleigh boss, The Financial Times.
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In March 2016, the Moscow Commercial
Court declared Vneshprombank bankrupt;
at the time, the bank was thought to be the
40th biggest lender in Russia. The defrauded
depositors included close family members of
top Kremlin officials, several major Russian
state companies, and the Russian Olympic
Committee, according to Russian media.
In 2016, Bedzhamov was put on the
international wanted list by a court in
Moscow on embezzlement charges and
was ordered to voluntarily give up his role
as president of the Russian Bobsleigh
Federation. Bedzhamov had fled Russia
in early 2016 to Monaco, reportedly with
the intention of seeking political asylum
in Europe. He was arrested in Monaco in
the spring of 2016 but avoided extradition:
Prince Albert II of Monaco, who is a member
of the politically influential International
Olympic Committee (IOC) and an Olympian
in bobsleigh from 1988-2002, refused to
grant Russia’s request for Bedzhamov’s
extradition to Russia19.
Bedzhamov then relocated to London in
2016. While residing in London, his sister,
Larisa Markus, was sentenced to nine years
in prison in Russia in May 2017 for criminal

activity, and the Moscow Commercial Court
declared Bedzhamov bankrupt in July 2018.
More recently, in April 2019, the High Court
in London froze GBP 1.3 billion of identified
assets attached to Bedzhamov, prohibited
the banker from leaving England and Wales
and significantly limited his expenses.
However, creditors who are impatient to
recover their assets from Bedzhamov have
enlisted the services of A1, a subsidiary of
Russian bank Alfa Group, representing the
interests of the Deposit Insurance Agency
(DIA) of Russia. In an unexpected move,
rewards have been offered in return for any
information on Bedzhamov’s hidden assets.
Challenges for the future
Corruption is a pervasive problem in
international sport. The volume of money
in the market, the breadth of vulnerabilities
for corrupt practices, and the inconsistent
regulatory landscape will continue to attract
criminal activity. As this dynamic sector
evolves, new channels for corruption emerge
and regulation struggles to keep pace to deal
with the challenges.
Esports, or competitive video gaming, is a
prime example. It is a young sport, which

had a predicted global betting market of
GBP 45 billion in 2018 and is expected to
exceed GBP 120 billion a year from 202020.
The Esports Integrity Coalition, established
in 2015 by stakeholders, states that only 4
percent of betting on esports is fully legal,
with most bets occurring on illegal sites. For
the legal bets that can be tracked, suspicious
behaviour is difficult to detect due to a lack
of depth of history in the available data.
Esports is also particularly susceptible to
spot-fixing, much like cricket or tennis, with
multiple in-game opportunities for betting,
which has proven attractive to organised
crime, especially in east Asia where esports
are extremely popular.
Longer-term challenges remain for
stakeholders in sport to work more
closely across borders and organisational
divides to tackle corruption at a scale and
complexity equal to the problem. As the
regulatory landscape continues to develop,
investors in sport should be increasingly
cautious of the vulnerabilities to corruption
and financial crime that this market has
proven susceptible to, and compliance
professionals have an important role in
uncovering and guarding the sector of sport
against corruption and financial crime.

19. Prince Albert decides against extradition of former Russian Federation of Bobsleigh President, Inside the Games.
20. The explosion in eSports betting is proving irresistible to criminal fixers, I News.
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G7 report calls on authorities to address the financial
crime risks posed by stablecoins; FSB issues note
The Bank for International Settlements
(BIS) published on 18 October a report
from a Group of Seven (G7) working
group with initial recommendations on
how national authorities can address
the money laundering and tax evasion
risks of stablecoins.
The report notes that the degree of
anonymity provided by the stablecoin
arrangement may make it difficult for
authorities to track transactions and identify
beneficial owners of cryptoassets.
Summary
• Stablecoin operators are expected to
comply with international standards
and domestic laws related to money

laundering, terrorism financing, tax
evasion and countering the financing of
the proliferation of weapons of mass
destruction (CPF);
• The G7 plan to implement FATF’s
amended standards relating to
cryptoassets, but work may be needed to
clarify the extent to which activities within
stablecoin ecosystems are covered by
anti-financial crime rules; and
• In order to mitigate the risks of crossborder regulatory arbitrage, the report
recommends national authorities assess
the applicability of existing international
standards, such as the FATF standards,
the Principles for Financial Market
Infrastructures, the Basel III standards,

and relevant securities markets standards
issued by the International Organization of
Securities Commissions.
On the same day, the Financial Stability
Board (FSB) published a note on the
regulatory issues of stablecoins. The note
was issued in response to the G20 Leaders’
Osaka Declaration of 29 June, which asked
the FSB and other standard setting bodies
to advise on multilateral responses to
cryptoasset risks.
The FSB will submit a consultative report
to G20 finance ministers and central bank
governors in April and a final report in
July with recommendations on regulatory
and supervisory approaches to address
financial stability and systemic risks.

US FINRA fines BNP Paribas for alleged AML breaches
The US Financial Industry Regulatory
Authority (FINRA) announced on 24
October that BNP Paribas Securities
Corp and BNP Paribas Prime Brokerage
(collectively, BNP) have agreed to pay
a combined USD 15 million to settle
allegations that it violated anti-money
laundering rules between February
2013 and March 2017. The firms, which
merged in July 2018, allegedly breached
FINRA Rules 3310, 3110 and 2010
and National Association of Securities
Dealers (NASD) Rule 3010.
FINRA stated that BNP failed to screen for
potential suspicious activity on at least 3,448
foreign-currency wires worth more than USD
2.5 billion in total. In addition, BNP allegedly
failed over a three-year period to detect
and investigate more than 100 penny stock
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FINRA stated that BNP
failed to screen for
potential suspicious
activity on at least 3,448
foreign-currency wires
transaction that may have required the filing
of suspicious activity reports (SARs).
According to the 13-page settlement
agreement, only one investigator was tasked
with reviewing 3,382 wire alerts triggered
for BNP and its domestic affiliates during
a two-year period and, by June 2014, BNP
had a backlog of more than 2,000 wire
alerts awaiting review. Staff from three
departments allegedly alerted senior
management to deficiencies in its AML

programme in 2014, however BNP did not
fully implement remedial measures until
March 2017.
The alleged AML compliance violations
included
• Failing to have AML-related procedures
designed to monitor penny stock
transactions;
• Failing to screen wire transfers for red flags
including high-risk entities and jurisdictions,
proceeds of suspicious trading activity, and
amounts designed to evade detection; and
• Understaffing the AML function and failing
to give compliance staff critical information
on clients’ background and historical
account activity.
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EU issues paper
on international
tax evasion by
individuals

The European Commission
published on 11 October a
taxation paper entitled “Estimating
International Tax Evasion by
Individuals,” providing estimates of
offshore wealth held by individuals
and corresponding EU estimates of
losses due to tax evasion.
Main findings
• The average yearly revenue lost to
international tax evasion for 20042016 is estimated at EUR 46 billion for
all EU member states (EU 28);
• Of the total amount, EUR 16 billion
represents the yearly revenue lost to
tax evasion on capital income (37
percent), while the EU 28 revenue lost
to tax evasion on the original income
is EUR 27 billion per year (55 percent);
• France (EUR 10.08 billion), UK (EUR
8.52 billion) and Germany (EUR 7.22
billion) ranked first in 2016 in terms of
revenue loss;
• The increase in global offshore wealth
is primarily driven by non-OECD
countries, led by China; and
• The EU member states with the
largest offshore wealth in GDP terms
are Cyprus, Malta, Portugal and
Greece.

UK’s FCA sues Park First over illegal
carpark investment scheme
The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority
(FCA) began court proceedings on 16
October against Park First Limited, its
chief executive Toby Scott Whittake,
and several other related companies,
in connection with an allegedly
illegal collective investment scheme
to operate carpark investments at
Gatwick and Glasgow airports.
The scheme, which offered returns of
up to 12 percent to those who bought

individual parking spaces, used “false or
misleading statements” to collect GBP
230 million from investors.
The FCA stopped the scheme in 2016 as
Park First was not authorised to provide
regulated financial services. Given the
company’s failure to repay investors,
the FCA has asked the court to order
compensation to investors and issue an
injunction restraining the company from
repeating such behaviour.

Laura Codruta Kövesi confirmed as
the first European Chief Prosecutor
The European Parliament’s (EP)
Conference of Presidents announced
on 17 October its final decision to
endorse Laura Codruţa Kövesi as
the head of the new European Public
Prosecutor’s Office, following a
favourable decision by the European
Council on 14 October.

Kövesi is expected to start the seven-year
tenure in 2020, leading the EU’s efforts
on investigating and prosecuting crimes
affecting the EU budget, including fraud,
corruption, money laundering and crossborder VAT fraud. Kövesi is the former
chief prosecutor of Romania’s National
Anti-Corruption Directorate (DNA).

Deutsche Bank and EY mutual client
allegedly helped launder USD250m
BBC Panorama and Premieres
Lignes aired an investigation on 28
October allegedly showing that EY
and Deutsche Bank failed to promptly
investigate whistleblowers’ claims of
possible money laundering involving
Dubai-based gold refiner Kaloti.
The whistleblowers claimed they lost
their jobs after flagging up suspicious

activity at Kaloti, which allegedly helped an
organised crime group launder USD 250
million in drug sales profits through gold
transactions. Leaked files allegedly show
Kaloti paid USD 146 million in cash for 3.6
tonnes of smuggled gold from Renade
International, a company allegedly owned
by a gang member, in 2012. Kaloti stated it
conducted all appropriate AML checks. EY
and Deutsche Bank deny any wrongdoing.
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EU law enforcement looks to increase engagement in
combatting organised crime and cybercrime
Senior officials at the 2019 European
Police Chiefs Convention (EPCC)
concluded that, over the past 20
years, serious and organised crime
has become increasingly adaptable,
sophisticated, interconnected and
cross-border in nature, according to
a Europol press release on 4 October.
The convention included plans to
increase private sector engagement in
combatting organised crime.
The law enforcement authorities in
attendance, which included senior law
enforcement representatives from 50
countries, noted that criminals have been
evolving their ability to use technology,
infiltrate public and private sector
infrastructure and exploit legal loopholes.

Europol and the EU Council plan to increase:

Closer cooperation is needed to:

• Engagement between law enforcement
and the private sector at national and EU
(Europol) level;

• Address evolutions in business email
compromise schemes that take advantage
of segregated corporate structures and
gaps in payment verification processes;

• Investment in crime prevention through
a multidisciplinary approach involving
government bodies, non-governmental
organisations and the private sector; and
• Attention on financial and economic crime
and criminal asset seizures.
Meanwhile, Europol announced on 11 October
that delegates at its annual conference on
fighting cybercrime organised with Interpol
concluded that greater cooperation is needed
to combat evolutions in cybercrime.

• Tackle evolutions in the use of the dark
web for activities including the sale of illicit
commodities;
• Develop technology that helps law
enforcement efficiently respond to datavolume and legal challenges and the
constantly expanding threat surface; and
• Identify challenges and opportunities for
law enforcement arising from emerging
technologies such as 5G.

Visa, Mastercard and Stripe withdraw ‘Libra’ support
Visa, Mastercard and Stripe have
withdrawn from Facebook’s Libra
Association, Verge reported on 11
October, days after being warned by US
lawmakers of heightened regulatory
scrutiny over their involvement in the
cryptocurrency project. Mercado Pago,

PayPal and eBay have also withdrawn
from the association.
US senators Brian Schatz and Sherrod Brown
sent letters to the CEOs of Visa, Mastercard
and Stripe on 8 October urging them to
“carefully consider” how they manage the

criminal and terrorist financing risks posed
by their involvement in the project. The
senators warned that the entities should
expect “a high level” of regulatory scrutiny of
all their payments activities if they continued
to back Libra, which “will foreseeably fuel” a
growth in global criminal activity.

Europol’s Internet Organised Crime Threat Assessment
Europol published on 9 October
the latest version of its Internet
Organised Crime Threat Assessment
(IOCTA), which discusses
the emerging threats and key
developments in cybercrime
including the criminal abuse of
23

cryptocurrencies, money mules and
payment fraud.
Key developments include: ransomware
attacks have become more targeted and
profitable; distributed denial of service
(DDOS) attacks are a significant problem

for banks; the use of money mules is
reported as the second most prominent
threat by European law enforcement; and
business email compromise (BEC) is
reported by respondents as a crucial priority
as it is becoming “more professional and
convincing.”
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International
taskforce
targets
cryptocurrency
accounts
laundering
funds linked to
child abuse site
US prosecutors filed on 16 October
a forfeiture complaint against 24
accounts at three cryptocurrency
exchanges allegedly used by
individuals in five countries to
launder funds linked to child
abuse website ‘Welcome to
Video’ between 2015 and 2018.
The complaint seeks to recover
the funds and return them to the
victims.
The darknet website, which was run
from South Korea by Jong Woo Son,
sold videos of child sexual abuse for
cryptocurrency Bitcoin. The US Justice
Department announced charges
against the South Korean national, who
has been convicted and jailed in his
home country, and the arrest of eight
conspirators.
The UK’s National Crime Agency (NCA)
announced on 16 October the arrest
of 337 suspects by law enforcement
agencies in 38 countries and the
takedown of the website by authorities
in the UK, US, South Korea and
Germany. In the UK, 18 investigations
have developed following analysis of
the cryptocurrency transactions and
seven men have been convicted.

OECD call to action for Asia-Pacific
nations to combat tax crimes
The Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development
(OECD) published on 14 October
a report with recommendations
for preventing and detecting tax
evasion and related financial
crimes in Asia-Pacific nations.

Recommended measures include:
improving domestic interagency
cooperation and international
cooperation; advancing legislation that
prohibits tax deductions for bribes; and
making public commitments to take
action against illicit financial flows.

US calls for cooperation in targeting
Hezbollah’s financial networks
The US Treasury Department
announced on 18 October that the
Counter-Hezbollah International
Partnership (CHIP) is considering a
series of US-proposed measures to
target the Lebanon-based militant
group’s global financial networks.

Recommendations include

Representatives of more than 30
countries attended the first meeting,
which seeks to build multilateral
cooperation to thwart illicit financial
activity connected to Hezbollah.

• Developing targeted financial sanctions
regimes; and

• Sharing information between financial
intelligence units (FIUs);
• Strengthening terrorism finance risk
assessments;

• Prosecuting terrorists and their
financial facilitators.

UNODC issues brief on organised
crime in the Western Balkans
The United Nations Office on Drugs
and Crime (UNODC) published on
3 October a research brief entitled
“Measuring Organized Crime:
Assessment of Data in the Western
Balkans,” to improve data availability
on organised crime in Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Albania, Kosovo, North
Macedonia, Montenegro and Serbia.

The data assessment shows that a
large amount of data was accessible
on some aspects of organised crime,
but most of it was not stored in a
way to facilitate efficient analysis.
Very little evidence was available on
organised criminal groups, firearms
trafficking, drug trafficking, smuggling
or counterfeit goods.
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Swedbank interim report provides details on the status of
the current internal and external AML investigations
In an interim report published on 23
October, Swedbank AS disclosed
further details on the money laundering
investigations it is undergoing by
the European Central Bank (ECB)
and national authorities in Sweden,
Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and the
United States. The Swedish lender
stated that it is being probed over its
anti-money laundering (AML) controls
and its responses to allegations that
it facilitated money laundering by
individuals and entities who may have
been clients.
Swedbank stated that it is unable to reliably
estimate the timing or amount of any
potential AML settlements or fines, which
“could be material.” Updates on the various
investigations and the bank’s AML efforts
will be provided in its year-end report on 28
January 2020.
The bank also announced that an internal
investigation into compliance shortcomings
involving customers, transactions and
activities between 2007 and March 2019
has resulted in several employees being
dismissed from Swedbank. More than 30

Recent measures include
improving digital knowyour-customer (KYC)
processes, developing
a new framework for
regulatory compliance,
and introducing scenariobased methods to
more accurately identify
suspicious transactions

billion transactions are being reviewed,
of which 15 billion are from the Baltic
operations. The internal probe will conclude
in early 2020.
Status of AML investigations by authorities
• The Latvian police department for
combatting economic crime (LECED)
and the European Central Bank (ECB) are
expected to conclude their investigations
by the end of the year;

• Investigations by the Swedish and Estonian
supervisory authorities are expected to
conclude at the beginning of 2020;
• The Swedish Economic Crime Authority
is investigating whether Swedbank
employees violated communication laws
related to money laundering; the bank has
no information on when this investigation
will be concluded; and
• A number of US authorities are also
currently investigating Swedbank; the bank
expects these investigations may take
years to conclude.
Swedbank announced that its anti-financial
crime unit, which was established in April, is
coordinating approximately 130 initiatives to
improve its routines, systems and processes
to counteract money laundering and other
financial crimes. About 70 of these projects
are expected to be completed in the fourth
quarter of 2019. Recent measures include
improving digital know-your-customer (KYC)
processes, developing a new framework
for regulatory compliance, and introducing
scenario-based methods to more accurately
identify suspicious transactions.

Estonian and Swedish supervisors weigh sanctions
against Swedbank over alleged AML breaches
Estonia and Sweden’s anti-money
laundering (AML) supervisors
announced on 28 and 29 October,
respectively, that they are assessing
whether to sanction Swedbank AS over

alleged breaches of AML rules by its
Baltic subsidiaries. In addition to this,
Estonian investigators are also said to
be assessing whether to press criminal
charges relating to the case.

Estonia’s Finantsinspektsioon and Sweden’s
Finansinspektionen stated they are working
closely with their counterparts in Latvia and
Lithuania and will announce the results of
their AML investigations early next year.
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UK’s FCA
records
sharp rise in
investigations
into cryptocurrency firms
The UK’s Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA) registered a 74
percent year-on-year increase
in live investigations into
cryptocurrency firms, according to
data obtained by law firm Pinsent
Masons published on 7 October.
The FCA had 87 ongoing
investigations into cryptocurrency
businesses in September compared
to 50 at the same time last year,
according to Pinsent Masons,
and more than 40 percent of all
investigations into unauthorised
cryptocurrency businesses occurred
within the past 11 months.
Charles Randell, chair of the FCA, said
in a speech on 5 September that fraud
has reached “epidemic proportions”
and that crypto investment scams are
rapidly increasing.

The FCA had
87 ongoing
investigations into
cryptocurrency
businesses in
September compared
to 50 at the same
time last year

RUSI paper proposes greater publicprivate cooperation in AML efforts
International thinktank RUSI
published on 11 October a paper
calling for greater cooperation
between governments, regulators,
law enforcement and financial
institutions in improving the
effectiveness of the anti-money
laundering (AML) system.

• Governments and regulators should
explore the costs and benefits of a more
unified approach than the current model,
whether under public or private sector
leadership;

Key recommendations

• Regulators and law enforcement should
work with financial institutions to better
align inter-institutional incentives and
reduce financial crime; and

• FATF member governments should
create or designate a mechanism for
measuring the impact, costs and benefits
of the current AML framework;

• Regulators and law enforcement should
identify and share best practice with
peers and the private sector on managing
financial crime risks.

World Bank Group publishes annual
report on fraud and corruption
The World Bank published on
10 October its annual report,
which provides a summary of
actions taken against entities and
individuals accused of fraud and
corruption in Bank Group projects.

According to the Fiscal 2019 Sanctions
System Annual Report, the World
Bank Group debarred 48 entities and
individuals in fiscal year 2019 and
recognised 33 cross-debarments from
other multilateral development banks.

Petfre Ltd settles with UK Gambling
Commission over AML failings
The UK Gambling Commission
announced on 10 October
that Betfred’s Gibraltar trading
subsidiary Petfre (Gibraltar) Limited
has entered into a regulatory
settlement, in which it has agreed
to pay GBP 322,000 for failings in
its anti-money laundering (AML)
controls, policies and procedures.

The online gambling operator was
found to have failed to carry out
adequate source of funds checks on a
customer who deposited GBP 210,000,
and lost GBP 140,000 of stolen money
in a 12-day period in November 2017.
The investigation was prompted by the
conviction of the individual for fraud.
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Australia’s Crown Casino allegedly
accepted ‘bricks of cash’ from
foreign gamblers, media reports
Leaked video footage allegedly
showing staff at Melbourne’s Crown
Casino accepting hundreds of
thousands of dollars in cash from a
high roller in its Suncity junket room
have sparked renewed calls for a
royal commission into alleged money
laundering at Crown Resorts casinos,
the Guardian reported on 15 October.
The alleged footage from Crown’s security
cameras in the junket room, which
services wealthy foreign clients, was
reportedly leaked by three Victorian state
gambling inspectors turned whistleblowers
and released by MP Andrew Wilkie. A
spokesman for Crown said there is no
basis for the allegations of financial crime.
Crown Melbourne Ltd and Crown Sydney
Gaming Pty Ltd are being investigated by
the Victorian Commission for Gambling
and Liquor Regulation (VCGLR) and New

South Wales Independent Liquor &
Gaming Authority (ILGA), respectively,
over allegations of money laundering.
In an annual report published on 13
September, Crown Resorts stated
that it would cooperate fully with the
investigations.
Gambling operators are required under
Australia’s AML/CFT Act 2006 to report
cash transactions above AUD 10,000
(GBP 5,300) to AUSTRAC within 10
business days.

UK and US agency advisory on
cyber attacks by the Turla Group
In a report jointly published on 21
October, the UK’s National Cyber
Security Centre (NCSC) and the US
National Security Agency (NSA) stated
that Turla Group has acquired Iranian
tools and infrastructure to conduct
cyber attacks against more than 35
countries.
Turla, a suspected Russia-based group
also known as Waterbug or Venomous
Bear, allegedly adopted techniques used
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The majority of the
victims were based in
the Middle East

by suspected Iran-based hacking
groups to extract documents from
governments and other sectors. The
majority of the victims were based in
the Middle East.

The UK’s
Constabulary
Inspectorate
reports on
the UK police
response
to cyberdependent
crime
The UK’s Inspectorate of
Constabulary and Fire and Rescue
Services (HMICFRS) issued on 24
October a report called “Cyber:
Keep the light on – An inspection
of the police response to cyberdependent crime,” which assesses
law enforcement’s response to
cyber-dependent crime by hostile
state actors, organised crime
groups and those involved in online
harassment.
The report states that in April around
9,000 reports of potential fraud
and cyber-dependent crimes were
mistakenly held in quarantine after
being labelled as containing malicious
coding by the police Know Fraud
automated system, which prevented
complaints from being addressed.
By June, the number was reportedly
reduced to 6,500.
The report concludes that the police
approach to cyber-dependent crimes is
generally good but “inconsistent,” and
raises concerns about some cases
that were closed with no action taken.
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Tax Justice Network makes the
case for a global asset registry
The Tax Justice Network (TJN)
published on 7 October a report
entitled “Beneficial ownership in the
investment industry. A strategy to
roll back anonymous capital,” which
argues that the lack of transparency
on the beneficial owners of retail
investment funds and listed companies
hinders global progress in the fight
against money laundering and enables
companies to abuse the “stock market
confidentiality” principle.

The report makes the case for a
global asset registry which would help
address the loopholes undermining
the disclosure of all financial assets
under the OECD’s Common Reporting
Standard for the exchange of
information. It also sets out proposals
to increase beneficial ownership
transparency for the whole investment
industry, including lowering reporting
thresholds and identifying beneficial
owners in the entire ownership chain.

More than 80 financial institutions
implicated in money laundering and
corruption, according to TI report
In a report published on 24 October,
advocacy group Transparency
International (TI) stated that it has
identified nearly 600 UK businesses,
institutions and individuals that
allegedly helped corrupt individuals
obtain, move and protect a total of
GBP 325 billion in illicit funds.
Analysis of more than 400 cases of highend corruption and money laundering,
including Sinaola drug cartel and 1Malaysia
Development Berhad (1MDB) cases,
show that 86 financial institutions, 62
accountancy firms, 81 law firms and
118 luxury goods and services firms had
contact with the illicit funds, according to
the 50-page report.
Key findings
• Clients at 10 UK-based banks remitted
more than GBP 500 million in suspicious
funds over a 10-year period;
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• Nearly GBP 9 million processed by
laundromats was paid to 32 UK law
firms, with some of the payment
references bearing the hallmarks of
trade misinvoicing;
• A total of GBP 8.3 million was paid
to 37 UK architectural and interior
design firms from anonymous shell
companies with Baltic bank accounts;
• A handful of people were responsible
for signing off hundreds of accounts
for UK companies linked to illicit
funds, with one individual authorising
516 sets of accounts.
TI recommends a “radical overhaul” of
the UK’s AML supervisory regime and
that the government introduces the
Registration of Overseas Entities Bill
to create a public beneficial ownership
register for UK property owned by
overseas companies.

Nigeria’s anticorruption
agency charges
two British
nationals
over money
laundering

Nigeria’s Economic and Financial
Crime Commission (EFCC)
announced on 21 October that it has
charged two British nationals, James
Richard Nolan and Adam Quinn,
with 16 counts of money laundering
in connection with a 2010 contract
awarded to the British Virgin Islandbased firm Process and Industrial
Developments Ltd (P&ID) to build
a gas processing plant in Calabar,
south-east Nigeria.
In their capacity as directors of Goidel
Resources Limited and ICIL Limited,
two firms linked to P&ID, the defendants
allegedly failed to report a deposit of USD
125,000 into a local account and failed to
register their activities with the trade and
investment authorities. The deal between
Nigeria and P&ID collapsed after the
government allegedly refused to comply
with its obligations under the contract
and has been subject to arbitration in the
UK since 2012.
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US FinCEN final rule prohibits correspondent accounts
for Iranian financial institutions
On 25 October, the US Treasury
Department’s Financial Crimes
Enforcement Network (FinCEN)
identified Iran as a “jurisdiction of
primary money laundering concern”
under Section 311 of the USA Patriot
Act and issued a final rule prohibiting
the opening or maintaining of US
correspondent accounts for or on behalf
of Iranian financial institutions.
The action is based on alleged evidence that
international terrorists and entities involved
in missile proliferation conducted business
with Iran, which FinCEN believes has a high

level of institutional corruption and weak
anti-money laundering and countering the
financing of terrorism (AML/CFT) laws.
The 44-page final rule
• Prohibits US financial institutions from
processing transactions involving
Iranian financial institutions through
correspondent accounts held by foreign
financial institutions;
• Requires US financial institutions to apply
“special due diligence” such as risk-based
procedures and “appropriate” screening

mechanisms to their correspondent
accounts to prevent their indirect use by
Iranian banks; and
• Subjects US financial institutions to
penalties under the Bank Secrecy Act (BSA)
if they violate provisions of the final rule.
The announcement follows the 10
September amendment of EO 13224
authorising the Treasury to ban, close or
restrict US correspondent or payable-through
accounts of foreign financial institutions that
“knowingly” facilitate significant transactions
for designated persons.

RUSI commentary on trade-based money laundering
The Royal United Services Institute
(RUSI) published on 9 October a
commentary on “Addressing the
Abuse of Trade for Money Laundering
Purposes,” which argues that an
effective response to trade-based

money laundering (TBML) should
come from the global trade system
rather than the banking system and will
require information sharing across the
global trade, financial services and law
enforcement.

In order for banks to focus their efforts
on TBML, the report sets out the case for
stronger enforcement action, accompanied
by secure information sharing by regulators
to improve detection and reporting of money
laundering.

Cyber, money laundering and terrorist financing threats
remain top concerns for US Treasury in 2020
The US Treasury’s Office of Inspector
General released on 15 October an
information memorandum on the
most serious management and
performance challenges facing the
Treasury and its stakeholders in 2020,
which reiterates ongoing concerns over
cyber threats, anti-money laundering,
terrorist financing and Bank Secrecy
Act enforcement, and the handling of
improper payments.
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Key findings
• There is a growing concern over cyber
threats against critical infrastructure and
foreign actors exploiting vulnerabilities
in information and communications
technology;
• Dismantling financial networks in support
of rogue regimes and terrorist organisations
continues to be challenging and the

Treasury’s operations in this area are seen
as high-risk;
• OFAC designated approximately 1,500
persons in 2018, fifty percent more than in
any other year; and
• There is a continuing government-wide
problem with improper payments, estimated
at USD 151 billion or 3.7 percent of all
programme outlays for fiscal year 2018.
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Global Witness report reveals Eni’s conflict of interest
relating to oil licences in the Republic of Congo
Global Witness published on 10
October a report entitled “The Spotlight
Sharpens: Eni and Corruption in
Republic of Congo’s Oil Sector,” which
provides evidence that it claims shows
that there was a conflict of interest
regarding the renewal of Eni’s Djambala,
Foukanda, Kitina and Mwafi oil licences
in the Republic of Congo.
The report claims that Denis Gokana, an
advisor to Congolese president Denis
Sassou Nguesso, headed between 2013 and
2015 a committee that awarded licences to

Eni’s local subsidiary and a partner company
that Gokana founded, Africa Oil & Gas
Corporation (AOGC). The report follows a
series of corruption allegations regarding
Eni’s oil deals in the Republic of Congo, on
which an investigation has been under way
by Italian prosecutors since April 2018.
In a separate development, the company
confirmed on 26 September that its chief
executive officer Claudio Descalzi is being
investigated by prosecutors in Milan for
failing to disclose a potential conflict of
interest with regards to the relations between

Eni Congo S.A. and the Petroservice group.
Descalzi has rejected the allegations and
stated that all tenders in Congo were lawful.

OECD finds that Latvia is failing to adequately address
foreign bribery and money laundering risks
The Organisation for Economic Cooperation (OECD) announced in a report
published on 16 October that Latvia
has not yet prosecuted any foreign
bribery cases and that it must increase
enforcement efforts to sufficiently
address the risks of financial crime.
No financial institution has been held
criminally liable in Latvia to date for
money laundering or for its role in a
foreign bribery scheme.
There are nine known allegations of bribery
of foreign public officials that could implicate
Latvian individuals or companies, according
to the report. Some cases involve Latvian
banks that allegedly transferred bribes as
part of foreign bribery schemes involving
non-Latvian nationals or companies. Among
the nine foreign bribery cases, three were
closed without investigation, one was
terminated and five are ongoing.
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No financial institution
has been held criminally
liable in Latvia to date
for money laundering or
for its role in a foreign
bribery scheme

Key points
• Proceeds of foreign bribery were allegedly
laundered through Latvian banks
and companies in at least two multijurisdictional bribery cases;
• Latvian bank accounts and shell
companies allegedly channelled bribe
payments to foreign public officials in at
least six cases (VimpelCom, Transport

Logistics International, Petrofac, gold
mining, energy sector and IT contract
cases);
• None of the foreign bribery cases under
review were detected by Latvia’s anticorruption, AML or tax authorities;
• Latvian authorities are handling a rising
number of money laundering cases, but the
conviction rate remains low;
• The OECD is concerned about possible
political interference in the Public
Prosecutor Office’s handing of domestic
corruption cases;
• Legislative deficiencies remain regarding
the foreign bribery offence; and
• Latvia will report on its implementation of
all recommendations and follow-up issues
by October 2021.
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Switzerland files first indictment in Petrobras-Odebrecht
corruption and money laundering case
The Swiss Attorney General’s Office
announced on 22 October its first
indictment with the Swiss Federal
Criminal Court in the long-running
Petrobras-Odebrecht corruption
investigation, against an unidentified
Swiss-Brazilian dual national on charges
of money laundering and complicity to
bribe foreign public officials.
Prosecutors allege that the defendant
assisted in bribing foreign officials in his
capacity as a financial intermediary. Criminal

proceedings relating to the laundering of
funds derived from corruption have already
been opened in Brazil and Portugal against
the same individual.
Swiss prosecutors are currently handling
60 criminal cases involving the Brazilian
state-owned company Petrobras and the
Brazilian company Odebrecht, while 15 other
cases have been referred to the Brazilian
authorities. Two of the criminal cases target
financial institutions in Switzerland, allegedly
used to transfer illicit funds from Petrobras.

Criminal proceedings
relating to the laundering
of funds derived from
corruption have already
been opened in Brazil
and Portugal against the
same individual

Former Swiss official indicted on bribery charges over
the awarding of GBP 64 million in no-bid state contracts
The Swiss Attorney General’s Office
(OAG) announced on 1 October criminal
charges against a former departmental
head of procurement at the State
Secretariat for Economic Affairs
(SECO) for allegedly accepting bribes in
awarding several hundred IT contracts

worth CHF 99 million (GBP 64 million)
from 2004 to 2014.
According to the OAG, the former head of
department is accused of having demanded
and accepted undue advantages related
to the awarding of IT contracts. The bribes

included invitations, event sponsorship, cash
and gifts. In return, the accused allegedly
awarded IT contracts most of which were nobid contracts to companies favoured by him.
Three businesspeople have also been
indicted for associated crimes.

US closes probe into Eni and Shell over OPL 245 oilfield
The US Department of Justice (DOJ)
has closed its investigation into bribery
allegations linked to Eni and Royal
Dutch Shell’s USD 1.1 billion payment in
2011 for drilling rights off the coast of
Nigeria, according to official statements

released by both Eni and Royal Dutch
Shell on 1 October and 2 October,
respectively.
Shell and Eni are currently on trial in Milan
for allegedly paying bribes relating to the

acquisition of oil prospecting licence (OPL)
245 for the Nigerian offshore oilfield.
The DOJ has also closed its investigation
into Eni’s Algerian activities without taking
any action, according to the Eni statement.
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International Olympic Committee
action to combat corruption in sport
The International Olympic Committee
(IOC) and the United Nations Office
on Drugs and Crime (UNODC)
published on 28 October a report on
“IOC-UNODC Reporting Mechanisms
in Sport: A Practical Guide for
Development and Implementation,”
during the third International Forum
for Sports Integrity, which provides
information on good practice for
sports organisations on handling and
investigating reports of competition
manipulation, harassment, doping and
corruption.
At the forum, the IOC and Europol signed
a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)
facilitating the exchange of expertise
between the two organisations to reinforce
cooperation in the fight against corruption
in sport, which often also involves other

The IOC and Europol
signed an MoU
facilitating the
exchange of expertise
to reinforce cooperation
in the fight against
corruption in sport,
which often also
involves other crimes
crimes such as drug trafficking,
document fraud and money laundering.
In addition, a Sports Investigators
Network of 200 trained investigators
was launched to prevent irregularities
and safeguard integrity in sport.

British shipping company Thasi
Limited pleads guilty to wildlife
smuggling in US district court
The United States District Court for
the Eastern District of Virginia heard
on 16 October a plea agreement
by which British shipping company
Thasi Limited agreed to pay USD
175,000 for smuggling into the US
over 100 undeclared wildlife items
between 2013 and 2018, including
items protected by international
conventions.
Prosecutors discovered that Thasi, doing
business as The British Shop, shipped 35
cargo shipments from the UK to the US,

containing undeclared wildlife pieces
worth between USD 250,000 and USD
500,000.

EU criticises
Romania for
lack of progress
on judicial
reforms and
commends
progress in
Bulgaria
The European Commission (EC)
adopted on 22 October its latest
yearly reports on Romania and
Bulgaria under the Co-operation
and Verification Mechanism (CVM)
which covers judicial reform, anticorruption developments and, for
Bulgaria only, the fight against
organised crime.
The EC notes that Romania’s judicial
reform process was a source of great
concern in the first months of 2019
given the backsliding on justice laws
which damaged judicial independence
and criticised the lack of reform in
appointing chief prosecutors, where
the justice minister maintains a key
role. In order to restore progress, the
key institutions need to demonstrate a
strong commitment to the rule of law
and the fight against corruption.
The EC considers that Bulgaria has
achieved “sufficient” progress on justice
reform to meet the CVM objectives,
but needs to demonstrate further
commitment to safeguard existing
reforms. The report notes that positive
developments in the fight against
organised crime, which were covered in
its previous report, continued in 2019.
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Poland referred to the CJEU over
controversial judicial reforms
The European Commission (EC)
issued its decision on 10 October to
refer Poland to the Court of Justice of
the European Union (CJEU) over the
introduction of a disciplinary regime
for judges which undermines the
principle of judicial independence.
The EC argues that the Polish law makes
judges accountable for the content of their
rulings, does not offer enough guarantees

of judicial impartiality and allows the
justice minister to control ordinary
court judges by appointing disciplinary
officers.
The new disciplinary regime for
Polish judges has been subject to an
infringement procedure by the EC since
3 April, to which Poland failed to respond
adequately. The EC has requested an
expedited procedure by the CJEU.

OECD calls on Brazil to preserve
progress in fighting foreign bribery
The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development’s (OECD)
Working Group on Bribery (WGB)
announced on 21 October that it will
send a high-level mission to Brazil in
November “to reinforce the message
that law enforcement capacity to
investigate and prosecute foreign
bribery should be preserved,” following
recent developments undermining the
independence of prosecutors and the

fight against corruption and money
laundering.
Among the controversial decisions by
Brazilian authorities, the OECD highlights
the law on “abuse of authority,” the
Supreme Court’s decision to suspend
investigations based on reports from
the financial intelligence unit as well as
attempts to limit tax authorities’ capacity
to deal with financial crime.

Concern about political interference
in Slovenian corruption cases
The Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development
(OECD) announced on 15 October
that its Working Group on Bribery is
concerned about potential political
interference with the independence of
Slovenia’s judiciary.
On 12 September, Slovenia’s Prosecutor
General and Judicial Council filed a joint
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petition at the Constitutional Court to
review the constitutionality and legality of
a Slovenian parliamentary inquiry into the
alleged political motives of prosecutors
and judges involved in corruption cases.
According to the OECD statement, Slovenia
will provide an update to the OECD’s
Working Group on Bribery in December on
the status of the inquiry.

Former
French
president
and prime
minister to
stand trial
over illegal
campaign
funding
allegations
The French Court of Justice of
the Republic issued its decision
on 1 October that the former
French prime minister Édouard
Balladur, the former defence
minister François Léotard and
four other officials will stand
trial over allegations that they
misappropriated commission
from contracts with Pakistan
and Saudi Arabia on the sale of
submarines and frigates in 1994.
The illegal gains from those contracts
were allegedly used to finance
Balladur’s presidential election
campaign in 1995, according to local
media reports.
In a separate development, the French
Court of Cassation issued its decision
on the same day that former French
president Nicolas Sarkozy will stand
trial over the alleged illegal funding of
his 2012 presidential campaign, which
reportedly exceeded the threshold for
election expenses by EUR 21.3 million.
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Commodities trading firm Gunvor found criminally liable
in Switzerland for allegedly failing to prevent bribery
The Swiss Attorney General’s Office
announced on 17 October that it
has found commodities trading firm
Gunvor criminally liable for failing
to prevent employees and agents
from bribing public officials in the
Republic of Congo and the Ivory Coast
between 2008 and 2011 for access
to their national petroleum markets.

Gunvor International BV, represented
by its Geneva branch, Gunvor Ltd, was
ordered to pay compensation of almost
CHF 90 million (GBP 71 million) and a
fine of CHF 4 million.
Investigators determined that the firm had
taken “no organisational measures” to
prevent corruption in its business activities

and had ignored warning signs, including
employees authorising payments to offshore
companies unrelated to oil activities and
backdating supporting letters to banks.

China signs MoU with the UN on combatting corruption
The United Nations Office on Drugs
and Crime (UNODC) and National
Commission of Supervision of the
People’s Republic of China signed a
memorandum of understanding on
17 October to strengthen cooperation
in tackling corruption, which includes
enhanced information sharing and

law enforcement cooperation on
corruption offences and stolen asset
recovery, under the framework of the UN
Convention against Corruption.
“China stands ready to further strengthen
communication with the UN system so as
to jointly ensure the effective and better

functioning of the UNCAC Implementation
Review Mechanism and step up practical
cooperation with the UN in the areas of
fugitive repatriation, asset recovery, the
building of a ‘clean Silk Road’, anti-corruption
research and capacity building,” said
Yang Xiaodu, chairman of the National
Commission of Supervision.

FIFA finds Papua New Guinea official guilty of bribery
FIFA announced on 4 October that it
has found John Wesley Gonjuan guilty
of conflicts of interest and bribery in
his former position as competition
manager at the FIFA U-20 Women’s
World Cup Papua New Guinea 2016.

According to the statement issued by
football’s world governing body, an audit
uncovered a conflict of interest with a
company owned by Gonjuan and the receipt
of an unjustified amount in 2016 related to
his World Cup role.

As a result of the probe, FIFA has imposed a
CHF 50,000 (GBP 39,000) fine on Gonjuan,
vice-president of the Papua New Guinea
Football Association, and a ban of nearly
three years on all football-related activities
both at home and abroad.

UK’s FCA fines Tullett Prebon over improper trading
The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority
(FCA) announced on 11 October that
it has fined Tullett Prebon (Europe)
Limited, an electronic and voice interdealer broker, GBP 15.4 million, for
failing to conduct its business with
due skill, care and diligence, for failing
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to have adequate risk management
systems and for failing to be open and
cooperative during the investigation.
The FCA’s notice sets out that brokers in the
company’s Rates Division carried out “name
passing” between September 2008 and June

2011 and put in place improper trades to
generate unwarranted brokerage payments
of GBP 390,000. Additionally, the improper
broker conduct was not acted upon by senior
managers and the compliance department
failed to implement the necessary controls,
with obvious red flags being missed.
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General Electric to resolve alleged
violations of US sanctions on Cuba
The US Treasury Department’s Office
of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)
announced on 1 October that General
Electric Company (GE) has agreed
to pay USD 2,718,581 to settle
allegations that its subsidiaries –
Getsco Technical Services Inc, Bentley
Nevada and GE Betz – committed 289
violations of the Cuban Assets Control
Regulations by receiving payments
totalling USD 8,018,615 from a Cuban
blacklisted entity, the Cobalt Refinery
Company, between December 2010
and February 2014.
According to OFAC’s enforcement
information, the blacklisted entity is a joint
venture between a GE customer in Canada

and the Cuban government and has been
blacklisted in the US since 1995.
OFAC determined several aggravating
factors, including that the substance
of GE’s disclosures and other
communications with OFAC left
substantial uncertainty about the totality
of the benefits conferred to a Cuban
company on the SDN List, that GE should
have treated its Canadian customer as
higher risk due to the customer’s publicly
known joint venture with Cuba and
substantial reliance on Cuban-origin ore,
and that GE did not provide its primary
submissions to OFAC in a clear and
organised manner and the submissions
contained numerous inaccuracies.

OFAC renews and issues amended
Venezuela-related general licence
The US Treasury Department’s Office
of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)
issued on 21 October amended
General License 8D, “Authorising
Transactions Involving Petróleos de
Venezuela, S.A. (PDVSA) Necessary
for Maintenance of Operations
for Certain Entities in Venezuela,”
extending and superseding General
License 8C. General License 8D
expires on 22 January 2020.
General License 8D has been issued
pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 13850
of 1 November 2018, as amended by
EO 13857, and EO 13884 on imposing
sanctions on Venezuela, and authorises
all transactions and activities necessary
to the maintenance of operations,
contracts, or other agreements in
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Venezuela involving PDVSA or any entity
in which PDVSA owns a 50 percent or
greater interest, by: Chevron Corporation;
Halliburton; Schlumberger Limited; Baker
Hughes, a GE Company; and Weatherford
International, Public Limited Company.
Separately, OFAC issued on 24 October
amended General License (GL) 5A
“Authorising certain transactions related
to the Petróleos de Venezuela, S.A.
(PDVSA) 2020 8.5 percent bond on or
after January 22, 2020,” and amended
FAQ 595. GL 5A supersedes GL 5 and
becomes effective on 22 January 2020.
Between 24 October and 22 January
transactions related to the sale or transfer
of shares in Citgo (a PDVSA subsidiary) in
connection with the bond are prohibited,
unless specifically authorised by OFAC.

OFAC extends
Venezuelarelated general
licence
authorising
certain
transactions
with Nynas AB

The Department of the
Treasury’s Office of Foreign
Assets Control (OFAC) issued on
17 October amended Venezuelarelated General License 13D
“Authorising certain activities
Involving Nynas AB,” pursuant
to Executive Order 13850 of 1
November 2018 and Executive
Order 13884 of 5 August 2019.
The general licence authorises
certain transactions where the only
government of Venezuela entity
involved is Nynas AB or any of its
subsidiaries, until 14 April 2020.
Nynas AB is a Swedish oil refiner
that is jointly controlled by Petróleos
de Venezuela S.A. (PdVSA) and
Finnish Neste Oil Oyj. The general
licence does not authorise the
purchase of petroleum, petroleum
products, or diluents.
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Terrorist Financing Targeting Center designates network
of 25 businesses supporting IRGC and Hezbollah
The US Department of the Treasury
announced on 30 October that the
Terrorist Financing Targeting Center
(TFTC) has jointly designated 25
targets affiliated with the Iranian
regime’s terror-support networks in
the region, which includes entities

supporting Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary
Guard Corps (IRGC) and Iran’s
regional proxy, Hezbollah. Some of
the businesses targeted are allegedly
providing financial support to the Basij
Resistance Force (Basij), a paramilitary
force subordinate to the IRGC

The Treasury explains that 21 of those
designated comprise a network of
businesses providing financial support
to the Basij and the remaining four are
Hezbollah-affiliated individuals who lead
and coordinate the group’s operational,
intelligence, and financial activities in Iraq.

Cuba: US publishes final rule to further restrict exports
and re-exports, and action over human rights violations
The US Commerce Department’s Bureau
of Industry and Security (BIS) published
on 21 October a final rule amending
the Export Administration Regulations
(EAR) to further restrict exports and
re-exports to Cuba in response to the
regime’s alleged human rights violations
and support for the Venezuelan
government.
The rule, which is effective immediately,
establishes a general 10 percent de minimis
level for Cuba, under which a BIS licence
or an applicable EAR licence exception
is required for the re-export to Cuba of
foreign-made items containing greater than
10 percent of US-origin content. The BIS
rule also amends US licence exceptions on
aircraft, vessels and spacecraft (AVS) and
support for the Cuban people (SCP).
Key changes to AVS and SCP licence
exceptions
• Establishing a general policy of denial for
leases of aircraft to Cuban state-owned
airlines;
• Clarifying that aircraft and vessels are not
eligible for a licence exception if they are

leased to or chartered by a Cuban national
or a state sponsor of terrorism;
• Making the Cuban government and
communist party ineligible for certain
donations;
• Removing an authorisation for promotional
items that generally benefits the Cuban
government; and
• Clarifying the scope of telecommunications
items that the Cuban government may
receive without a licence.
In addition to this the US Secretary of State
Michael Pompeo announced on 18 October
that the US government will “continue to
increase sanctions and trade restrictions”
against the Cuban government in response
to human rights violations. The statement
was given in response to Cuba’s detention
on 1 October of human rights advocate José
Daniel Ferrer, founder of the Patriotic Union
of Cuba (UNPACU).
The US State Department then announced
on 25 October that the Transportation
Department has agreed to its request to
indefinitely suspend air services through

most Cuban international airports. The
measures form part of US sanctions against
Cuba over the government’s alleged human
rights violations and support of Venezuela’s
Maduro regime.
The suspension of flights to nine Cuban
airports is intended to prevent Cuba’s
government from gaining access to US
currency from tourism. US air carriers will
have 45 days to discontinue scheduled air
services between the United States and all
airports in Cuba except for Havana’s Jose
Marti International Airport.
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UK’s OFSI fines telecoms firm Telia
for giving ‘economic resources’ to
EU-listed Syrian entity
The UK Treasury’s Office of
Financial Sanctions Implementation
(OFSI) disclosed on 28 October
a GBP 146,341 penalty against
telecommunications firm Telia Carrier
UK Ltd for breaches of EU sanctions
against a Syrian entity. OFSI noted
in the penalty notice that the case
illustrates that “economic resources”
can cover a wide range of tangible
and intangible resources and can be
provided directly and/or indirectly.
According to the notice, Telia breached
regulations 4 and 6 of the Syria (European
Union Financial Sanctions) Regulation
2012 by indirectly facilitating international
telephone calls to designated entity
SyriaTel. This resulted in Telia repeatedly
making funds and economic resources
indirectly available to SyriaTel over an
extended period of time.

According to the notice,
Telia breached the
Syria (European Union
Financial Sanctions)
Regulation 2012 by
indirectly facilitating
international telephone
calls to designated
entity SyriaTel
The penalty, which was issued on 9
September, was reduced from an earlier
fine of GBP 300,000 after the company
provided during a ministerial review
“further clarification” of the nature of the
transactions that lowered the estimated
value of the breaches from GBP 480,000
to GBP 234,000.

US blacklists 28 Chinese entities and
officials over human rights abuses
The Bureau of Industry and Security
(BIS) of the US Department of
Commerce announced on 7 October
that it has added 28 Chinese
governmental and commercial
organisations to its Entity List under
Section 744.11(b) of the Export
Administration Regulations, due to
their involvement in China’s campaign
of surveillance, detention, and
repression against Uighurs and other
Muslim minorities in the Xinjiang
Uighur Autonomous Region (XUAR).
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The list includes XUAR People’s
Government Public Security Bureau,
19 subordinate organisations
and eight artificial intelligence
companies.
In addition, the US State Department
imposed on 8 October visa restrictions
on Chinese government and Communist
Party officials who are believed to be
responsible for abuses against Uighurs,
Kazakhs or other Muslim minority
groups in Xinjiang.

US designates
two individuals
and six entities
over alleged
corruption in
South Sudan
The US Treasury Department’s
Office of Foreign Assets Control
(OFAC) designated on 11
October Ashraf Seed Ahmed
Al-Cardinal and Kur Ajing Ater
and six companies they own
or control over their alleged
involvement in bribery, kickbacks
and procurement fraud involving
senior government officials in
South Sudan.
The sanctions were imposed under
Executive Order 13818, which
builds upon and implements the
Global Magnitsky Human Rights
Accountability Act. OFAC designated
five companies owned or controlled by
Al-Cardinal (Alcardinal General Trading
Ltd, Alcardinal General Trading LLC, Al
Cardinal Investments Co Ltd, Alcardinal
Petroleum Company Ltd and NILETEL)
and one company owned or controlled
by Ajing (Lou Trading and Investment
Company Ltd).
The designations follow the 7 October
publication by The Sentry of a report
calling for US sanctions against AlCardinal over alleged procurement
fraud. The report claims that South
Sudan’s government disclosed little
about the hundreds of millions of
dollars it allegedly granted Al-Cardinal’s
companies through contracts, or about
his mining licence payments, and calls
for institutions to help trace the funds.
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New US framework offers Iran sanctions clarity for foreign
banks and governments in exchange for EDD reports
The US Treasury and State Departments
announced on 25 October a new
framework under which foreign
governments and banks can gain
written confirmation that they will
not be exposed to US sanctions for
sending humanitarian aid to Iran. The
“humanitarian mechanism” can also
be used by US persons and US-owned
or -controlled foreign entities for
commercial exports to Iran.
Under guidance issued by the Office of
Foreign Assets Control (OFAC), governments
and entities that use the framework “must”
commit to conducting enhanced due
diligence (EDD) on transactions involving
legitimate humanitarian exports to Iran. They
must also ensure no funds are transferred to
Iran or through the Central Bank of Iran (CBI),
which was designated under US Executive
Order 13224 on 20 September for allegedly
facilitating remittances to terrorist groups.

Governments and
entities that use
the framework
“must” commit to
conducting EDD
on transactions
involving legitimate
humanitarian
exports to Iran
Foreign government and financial institutions
that use the humanitarian mechanism
for commercial exports of agricultural
commodities, food, medicine and medical
devices to Iran would be required to
immediately restrict and notify the US
Treasury of suspicious transactions. They
would also be expected to submit monthly
reports with “a great deal of information”

on Iranian clients and transactions. The
Treasury would then evaluate the information
received to determine whether transactions
continue to meet due diligence and reporting
expectations, according to the guidance.
The US Treasury Department’s Financial
Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN)
simultaneously named Iran a “jurisdiction
of primary money laundering concern”
under Section 311 of the USA Patriot Act
and issued a final rule prohibiting the
opening or maintaining of US correspondent
accounts for or on behalf of Iranian financial
institutions. See page 29 for more details.
The announcements follow the 10 September
amendment of EO 13224 authorising
the Treasury to ban, close or restrict US
correspondent or payable-through accounts
of foreign financial institutions that
“knowingly” facilitate significant transactions
for designated persons.

Iran open to French-led initiative to update JCPOA if US
ends sanctions; US seeks ‘comprehensive’ new deal
Iran’s president Hassan Rouhani stated
at a Cabinet meeting on 2 October
that Iran is ready to accept a Frenchled initiative to update the 2015 Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA)
on the Iranian nuclear programme,
provided that the US abandons its
economic sanctions against the
country.
A delegation from Iran visited Paris on 2
September to discuss the details of a USD 15
billion credit line to Iran proposed by French

president Emmanuel Macron, aimed at
compensating Iran for lost oil export revenues
due to US sanctions. In return, Iran would
restore its full compliance with the 2015
nuclear deal.
Separately, on 11 October the US special
representative for Iran, Brian Hook, told
reporters that the US government backs
calls from France, Germany and the UK for
a “comprehensive” new deal with Iran to
address international security threats. “We
seek a comprehensive deal that sets our two

peoples on a new trajectory toward a far more
peaceful and stable relationship. We are very
pleased that the United Kingdom and France
and Germany have also called for a new deal to
comprehensively address the threats that Iran
presents to peace and security,” stated Hook.
Hook called on the EU to match US sanctions
on Iran’s missile and drone programme.
Hook said the JCPOA came at the expense
of missile non-proliferation in the Middle East
and enabled Iran to conduct missile tests and
deepen engagement with proxies.
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Turkey’s military action in north east Syria results in US
EO to sanction those involved and EU resolution
The US president Donald Trump signed
on 14 October an Executive Order (EO)
blocking property and suspending the
entry of certain persons contributing to
the situation in Syria. The EO declares
a national emergency in relation to the
recent military action by Turkey and
authorises the US Treasury and State
Departments to impose sanctions on
individuals, entities or associates of the
Turkish government that are involved
in actions that endanger civilians or
undermine the peace, security, and
stability in north east Syria.
In addition, the Treasury Department’s Office
of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) issued three
related general licences
• General License 1, “Official business of the
United States government,” authorising
transactions and activities for the conduct
of official business by the US government;
• General License 2, “Authorizing certain
activities necessary to the wind down of
operations or existing contracts involving
the Ministry of National Defence or the
Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources of
the Government of Turkey”; and
• General License 3, “Authorizing official
activities of certain international
organizations involving the Ministry of
National Defence or the Ministry of Energy
and Natural Resources of the government
of Turkey.”
On the same day, OFAC designated two
Turkish ministries and three senior Turkish
government officials in response to Turkey’s
military action in Syria, pursuant to the
president’s new Executive Order 13894 of
14 October. The Turkish Ministry of National
Defence and the Ministry of Energy and
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OFAC announced
on 23 October the
removal of sanctions
imposed on two
Turkish ministries and
three government
officials, as a result of
Turkey’s ceasefire in
north east Syria
Natural Resources were designated for being
a subdivision of the government of Turkey.
The three officials represent the Defence,
Interior and Energy Ministries in the Turkish
government.
Subsequently, OFAC announced on 23
October the removal of sanctions imposed
on the Turkish Ministry of National Defence,
Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources,
as well as the minister of national defence,
minister of energy and natural resources, and
the minister of interior, as a result of Turkey’s
ceasefire in north east Syria.
Then on 29 October, the US House of
Representatives passed the “Protect Against
Conflict by Turkey Act,” which threatens
sanctions on Turkey in response to its recent
military operations in north east Syria. If
passed into law the Bill would, amongst other
things, allow for sanctions against Halkbank
and other financial institutions determined
to have knowingly facilitated significant
transactions for the Turkish armed forces.
Separately, the European Parliament adopted
a resolution on 24 October on the Turkish
military operation in north east Syria and its
consequences, which calls on the Council to

introduce targeted sanctions and visa bans
on the Turkish officials responsible for human
rights abuses during the military intervention
and on those who commit domestic human
rights abuses.
The European Parliament urged member
states to abide by Council Decision
2013/255/CFSP on the restrictive measures
against Syria, in particular the freezing of
assets and the admission restrictions on
individuals benefiting from or supporting the
regime in Syria. The Parliament also asked
Turkey to withdraw its forces from Syria and
stated that an UN-led security zone should be
established in the area.
Prior to this the Foreign Affairs Council of the
EU adopted conclusions on Turkey’s military
offensive in north east Syria on 14 October,
condemning Turkey’s unilateral action. The
Council requested that the International
Coalition against Da’esh convene a ministerial
meeting to look at the current situation and
recalled that no development assistance
would be provided to areas where the rights
of local populations were violated. An EU
Council working group was due to meet
to coordinate member states’ positions
on suspending arms exports to Turkey
in accordance with Common Position
2008/944/CFSP on arms export control.
The French minister for Europe and foreign
affairs and the minister for the armed forces
issued a joint press release on 12 October on
its decision to suspend all planned exports of
war material to Turkey which might be used
as part of the offensive in north east Syria.
The statement condemned firmly Turkey’s
unilateral offensive in north east Syria, which
undermines the Global Coalition against
Daesh’s security and stabilisation efforts.
Similar measures were also announced by
German foreign minister Heiko Maas.
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EU agrees to impose sanctions on
Turkey over illegal drilling
The EU Foreign Affairs Council
adopted conclusions on 14 October
condemning Turkey’s continued
illegal drilling activities in the
eastern Mediterranean off the
coast of Cyprus, announcing “a
framework regime of restrictive
measures targeting natural and

legal persons responsible for or
involved in” the drilling for gas.
The conclusions reaffirm the EU’s
full solidarity with Cyprus and call on
the EU High Representative and the
European Commission to present
proposals on the sanctions regime.

US extends sanctions against
narcotics traffickers in Colombia
The US White House announced on
15 October a one-year continuation of
the national emergency for significant
narcotics traffickers centred in
Colombia, as declared in Executive
Order 12978 of 21 October 1995.
The Executive Order imposes asset freezes
and prohibits transactions with foreign

individuals and entities designated as
significant narcotics traffickers.
The actions of significant narcotics
traffickers continue to threaten the
national security, foreign policy, and
economy and “cause an extreme level of
violence, corruption, and harm in the US
and abroad,” explains the White House.

US announces forfeiture of seized
North Korean cargo vessel
The US Justice Department (DOJ)
announced on 21 October the entry
into force of a forfeiture order against
the North Korean cargo vessel
M/V Wise Honest, which was used
between 2016 and 2018 to illicitly ship
coal from North Korea and to deliver
heavy machinery back to the country.
According to the DOJ, payments
exceeding USD 750,000 in connection
with a coal shipment in March 2018
were made using the US financial
system in violation of US sanctions.

The Wise Honest was operated by
Korea Songi Shipping Company,
an affiliate of Korea Songi General
Trading Corporation, which has been
designated in the US since 1 June 2017
pursuant to Executive Order 13722 for
its involvement in the sale, supply, or
transfer of coal from North Korea.
A civil forfeiture complaint against
the Wise Honest was filed by the US
Attorney’s Office for the Southern
District of New York on 9 May.

US DOJ
announces
charges
against Türkiye
Halk Bankasi
AS for helping
Iran evade US
sanctions
The US Department of Justice (DOJ)
announced charges on 15 October
against Turkish lender Türkiye Halk
Bankasi AS (Halkbank) for allegedly
helping Iran evade US sanctions
by funnelling USD 20 billion-worth
of oil revenue through fraudulent
transactions, money service
businesses and front companies in
Turkey, Iran and the UAE from 2012
to 2016.
Senior bank executives allegedly
designed and executed Halkbank’s
involvement in the scheme, which was
supported and protected by highranking Turkish and Iranian officials,
some of whom received millions of
dollars in bribes to promote and protect
it. Halkbank is majority owned by the
Turkish government.
In September 2017, the DOJ charged
nine individuals, including Halkbank
employees and the former Turkish
economy minister, with alleged
participation in the scheme (indictment
S4 15 Cr. 867 (RMB)). On 26 October
2017, Reza Zarrab pleaded guilty and, on
3 January 2018, a jury convicted former
Halkbank deputy general manager,
Memet Hakkan Atilla.
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OFAC designates Gupta family over
alleged corruption in South Africa
The US Treasury Department’s Office
of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)
announced on 10 October sanctions
against four members of the Gupta
family for allegedly engaging in bribery
and corruption involving government
contracts and misappropriated state
assets in South Africa.
Ajay Gupta, Atul Gupta, Rajesh Gupta and
Salim Essa are designated pursuant to
Executive Order 13818, which builds upon

and implements the Global Magnitsky
Human Rights Accountability Act.
According to OFAC, political party
donations and their close relationship
with former South African president
Jacob Zuma resulted in the expansion
of the Gupta family’s business interests.
The alleged corruption schemes include
the Gupta family offering members of the
government bribes or elevated positions
in return for help with their business.

UK OFSI
updates
guidance on
Russia-related
financial
sanctions postBrexit

EU adopts framework for targeted
sanctions against Nicaragua
The Council of the European Union
adopted on 14 October conclusions
and a framework for travel bans and
asset freezes against individuals and
entities responsible for human rights
abuses in Nicaragua.

The EU called on the Nicaraguan
government to make “tangible progress”
in increasing civil and political freedom,
supporting the return of human
rights agencies and ensuring fair and
transparent elections.

US extends Belarus-related licence
The US Treasury Department’s
Office of Foreign Assets Control
(OFAC) issued on 22 October a new
general licence extending sanctions
exemptions for nine Belarus-related

entities until April 2021.
General License 2G replaces and
supersedes General License 2F under
Executive Order 13405 of June 2006.

US renews sanctions against DRC
The US White House announced
on 22 October a one-year renewal
of financial sanctions against the
Democratic Republic of the Congo
(DRC) over alleged atrocities

threatening regional stability and US
foreign policy.
The measures are imposed under
Executive Order 13413 of October 2006.

The UK’s Office of Financial
Sanctions Implementation (OFSI)
published on 25 October updated
guidance in respect of the financial
and investment restrictions in
Russia (Sanctions) (EU Exit)
Regulations 2019, which will come
into effect under the Sanctions and
Anti-Money Laundering Act 2018
should the UK leave the European
Union without a deal.
The UK Russia-related financial and
investment restrictions include financial
prohibitions in relation to designated
persons (asset freezes), measures
that seek to prevent access to capital
markets for Russian state-owned
financial institutions and restrictions on
investments in relation to the Republic
of Crimea and the city of Sevastopol.
Additional guidance on the restrictions
affecting transport, immigration and
trade sanctions in respect of Russia
is published by other government
departments.
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UNSC extends authorisation to
inspect ships off Libya coast
The UN Security Council adopted
resolution 2491 (2019) on 3 October,
extending for a further year the
authorisation set out in resolution
2357 (2017) for member states to
inspect vessels in international waters
off the coast of Libya, when there are
reasonable grounds to believe that
they are participating in illicit activities

such as migrant smuggling and
human trafficking.
The text of the resolution requests the
Secretary-General to report to the Security
Council in six months and eleven months
on its implementation and condemns acts
of migrant smuggling that undermine the
process of stabilisation in Libya.

Europe extends sanctions against
three designated Libyan officials
The Council of the European Union
adopted on 1 October Decision (CFSP)
2019/1663 amending Decision (CFSP)
2015/1333 concerning restrictive
measures in view of the situation in
Libya, which extends sanctions against
designated Libyan officials until 2 April

2020, “in view of the continuing
instability and gravity of the
situation in Libya.”
Those designated (Agila Saleh Issa,
Khalifa Ghwell and Nuri Abu Sahmain)
are subject to EU travel bans.

General License K, which has been issued
pursuant to Executive Order 13846 of
August 2018 reimposing certain sanctions
on Iran, covers transactions that directly or
indirectly involve Cosco or its subsidiaries.
General License K does not authorise:

proliferation regimes and export
control arrangements in 2018.
The updated list will come into force
approximately two months after its
adoption, provided that the Council and
Parliament do not raise objections.

(2) The unblocking of any property blocked
pursuant to EO 13846, or any part of 31
C.F.R. chapter V, except as authorised by
paragraph (a); or

US sanctions Zimbabwe minister
The US State Department
designated on 25 October
Zimbabwe’s national security
minister, Owen Ncube, over his
alleged involvement in human
rights violations.

The US Treasury Department’s Office
of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)
issued on 24 October a general
licence authorising the maintenance
or winding down of transactions
involving Cosco Shipping Tanker
(Dalian) Co Ltd (Cosco) until 20
December.

(1) Any transactions or activities with
Cosco Shipping Tanker (Dalian) Seaman
and Ship Management Co Ltd, or any entity
owned, directly or indirectly, 50 percent or
more by Cosco Shipping Tanker (Dalian)
Seaman and Ship Management Co Ltd;

EU dual-use export control list
The EU Commission (EC) adopted
on 17 October the annual Delegated
Regulation updating the EU dualuse export control list in Annex 1 to
Regulation (EC) 428/2009, in line
with the decisions taken within the
framework of international non-

US issues
general licence
for certain
Iran-related
transactions

The visa ban is imposed under Section
7031(c) of the FY 2019 Department
of State, Foreign Operations, and
Related Programs Appropriations Act,
as carried forward by the Continuing
Appropriations Act 2020.

(3) Any transactions or activities prohibited
by EO 13846, except as authorised by
paragraph (a) of the general licence, or any
transaction or activity prohibited by any
other EO or any part of 31 C.F.R. chapter
V, including any transaction or activity
involving Iran, the government of Iran, or
Iranian-origin goods or services that is
prohibited by the Iranian Transactions and
Sanctions Regulations.
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Angola
In October, Aperio Intelligence hosted a seminar with
professor Ricardo Soares de Oliveira, professor at the
Department of Politics and International Relations at
the University of Oxford, to discuss developments since
João Lourenço’s 2017 election. The discussion began
with background on Angola, that for approximately 40
years armed groups fought for control, following which
the country experienced rapid, oil-driven economic
growth. During this period, cronies of former president
Jose Eduardo dos Santos (1979-2017) consolidated
their control of much of Angola’s political and business
affairs. Following the 2014 collapse in oil prices, the
Angolan government struggled to secure foreign
funding to pay for basic necessities and in 2017
president dos Santos finally handed over power,
appointing Lourenço as his successor, who went on to
win the 2017 elections as the MPLA’s top candidate.
Since his election, president Lourenço has shown
some willingness to tackle corruption, highlighted by
the dismissal of, among others, Isabel dos Santos as
chair of parastatal Sonangol; criminal investigations
against dos Santos cronies; and the establishment of a
government agency to identify and seize assets linked
to crimes in Angola or abroad. Going forward, president
Lourenço may look to address challenges facing the
poorly regulated banking sector. Additionally, attention
will be paid to Angola’s privatising of state-owned
entities, many of which are in effect defunct.

Canada
British Columbia’s finance ministry announced on 25
October that new beneficial ownership requirements
will come into effect from 1 May 2020 under
amendments to the Business Corporations Act
intended to counteract tax fraud and money laundering.
Ministry of Finance officers and law enforcement
officials will have access to a new register containing
details of the true owners of companies in the province.
Information may also be shared with the Canada
Revenue Agency.

Chinese Taipei
The Asia/Pacific Group on Money Laundering (APG)
published on 2 October the Mutual Evaluation Report
(MER) on Chinese Taipei, providing a summary of
the anti-money laundering and countering terrorism
financing (AML/CTF) measures in place in November
2018, in line with the Financial Action Task Force (FATF)
Recommendations. The report finds, amongst other
things, that Chinese Taipei has shown strong political
commitment to AML/CTF reform, which has led to
significant improvements in the cooperation and
coordination on AML/CTF issues; and Chinese Taipei
has a sound understanding of money laundering (ML)
and terrorism financing (TF) risks and the financial

intelligence unit and law enforcement agencies
have led extensive ML investigations. However, the
conviction rate for ML has been found to be low and the
sanctions imposed on banks, securities and insurance
for AML/CTF breaches remains relatively low.

Denmark
Danish bankers’ association Finans Danmark published
on 4 October its response to the Danish government’s
consultation on a Bill to amend the Money Laundering
Act to implement the European Union’s Fourth and
Fifth Anti-Money Laundering Directives (4AMLD
and 5AMLD). The Danish financial sector’s trade
association called for the establishment of a publicprivate intelligence unit to share information on money
laundering and terrorist financing, similar to the UK’s
Joint Money Laundering Intelligence Taskforce (JMLIT).

El Salvador
World football’s governing body, FIFA announced on 7
October that Reynaldo Vásquez, the former president
of the Salvadoran Football Federation (FESFUT), has
been banned for life after being found guilty of bribery
by FIFA’s independent Ethics Committee. Vásquez
was found to have violated Article 27 (bribery and
corruption) of the 2019 edition of the FIFA Code of
Ethics for his involvement in bribery schemes relating to
football matches organised by FESFUT, which included
FIFA competitions, during a period from 2009 to 2011.
Consequentially, Vásquez was banned from taking part
in any football related activities and fined CHF 500,000.

Equatorial Guinea
FIFA announced on 3 October that its independent
Ethics Committee has found Domingo Mituy Edjang,
a former president of the Equatorial Guinea Football
Association (FEGUIFUT) and former member of the
FIFA standing committee, guilty of misappropriating
FIFA funds and violating FIFA’s Code of Ethics. The
investigation into Mituy Edjang related to alleged
misappropriation of Financial Assistance Programme
(FAP) funds received by FEGUIFUT in 2014. Mituy
Edjang has been sanctioned with a four-year ban from
all football related activity and a fine of CHF 80,000.

France
The International Monetary Fund (IMF) published on
29 October a Technical Note (TN) providing a factual
update on the key measures taken by France in the
areas of anti-money laundering and combatting the

financing of terrorism (AML/CFT) since the previous
assessment against the Financial Action Task Force
(FATF) standard during 2010-2011. Based on the areas
of higher risk, the TN focuses on terrorist financing
(TF), the risk-based supervision of banks, real estate
agents, lawyers, cross-border crimes, and fintech. Key
recommendations include: French Ministry of Finance’s
Tracfin to improve guidance to obliged entities on TF
indicators and provide timely feedback; enhance AML/
CFT supervision of smaller banks rated as high-risk
and speed up the issuing of penalties; start monitoring
commercial agents engaged in real estate transactions
for compliance with the AML/CFT requirements;
and the National Bar Council (CNB) to promote a
unified understanding of ML/TF risks among local
bar associations which are currently failing to monitor
lawyers for compliance.
The French Financial Markets Authority (AMF)
president Robert Ophèle declared at the AFME
European Compliance and Legal Forum on 3 October
that financial authorities must rapidly adapt their
regulatory stance to disruptive technologies, including
Blockchain and cryptoassets, to remove barriers
to entry and mitigate risks. Ophèle also stated that
regulators can play a role in promoting the emergence
of initiatives to improve financial institutions, such as
initiatives to pool resources on KYC/AML.

Hong Kong
On 4 October, Hong Kong’s Securities and Futures
Commission (SFC) published guidance requiring fund
managers of cryptoassets to comply with anti-money
laundering rules and hold client fiat funds in domestic
or overseas bank accounts.

Hungary
Europol announced on 22 October that police arrested
seven members of a Hungarian-led organised crime
group that conducted a sophisticated VAT fraud
scheme that resulted in approximately EUR 3 million
in fake invoices being submitted to tax authorities. The
syndicate allegedly set up shell companies managed
by foreign nationals that provided fictitious invoices
for goods and services to other entities, which then
deducted the bills from their VAT payments in Hungary
and reported net fiscal losses.

Ireland
In a speech published on 22 October, the Central Bank
of Ireland’s financial conduct chief, Derville Rowland,
called for a Senior Executive Accountability Regime
(SEAR) to be brought into force in Ireland. At present,
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the central bank can only impose sanctions on
individuals when they are proven to have participated
in a firm’s breach of financial services rules. The
central bank is assisting Ireland’s Finance Department
in developing legislative provisions for the proposed
reforms through the Central Bank (Amendment) Bill.
Rowland said that, if the reforms are implemented,
there will be a consultation process and “extensive
engagement” with industry as the regime is rolled
out. The SEAR, which is modelled on the UK Financial
Conduct Authority’s Senior Managers and Certification
Regime (SMCR), was first proposed by Ireland’s central
bank in a December 2017 report. The AML supervisor
subsequently proposed, in a July 2018 report, a unified
enforcement process for all breaches of financial
services legislation by firms or individuals.

Italy
Aperio Intelligence’s next panel and networking
event - Investing in Italy: Opportunities and Challenges
- will take place on 12 November 2019 in the City.
We are delighted to be hosting a number of highprofile speakers from the worlds of investment, law,
journalism, academia, and politics. To register your
interest, please email events@aperio-intelligence.com
An Italian court has approved a request by Swiss
lender UBS to pay EUR 10.3 million to settle a money
laundering investigation in Milan, Reuters reported on
17 October. Under the deal, which does not constitute
an admission of guilt, UBS will reportedly pay an agreed
penalty of EUR 2.125 million and EUR 8.175 million
deriving from the alleged money laundering.

Macao
The Asia/Pacific Group on Money Laundering (APG)
published on 1 October its first follow-up report to the
mutual evaluation report (MER) of Macao, China that
was published in December 2017. The APG commends
Macao, China on becoming the first jurisdiction in the
world to achieve “largely compliant” or “compliant”
ratings on all 40 Recommendations. The report finds
that Macao has made “good progress” in dealing with
the technical compliance deficiencies highlighted in the
MER and as such Macao has been re-rated as largely
compliant with the three remaining recommendations
(22, 23 and 32).

Malta
In a 2020 Budget announcement on 14 October,
Malta’s government stated it would introduce a series
of measures to improve the nation’s anti-money
laundering regime in line with recommendations

from the Council of Europe’s AML body Moneyval. A
National Coordination Committee will bring together
some 20 Maltese institutions, plus UK and US
authorities, to assist with the process. Malta’s plans
for 2020 include: a EUR 10,000 cash transaction limit
from 1 January for transfers of immovable property,
motor vehicles, vessels, jewellery and art; creation of a
Financial Organisation Crime Agency to work alongside
the police force’s Economic Crimes Unit; increased
powers for the Asset Recovery Bureau; renewal of the
government’s individual investor, residency and visa
programmes; and a regulatory framework for artificial
intelligence and the internet of things.

Moldova
The Moldovan Agency for the Recovery of Criminal
Assets (ARBI) and the National Anti-Corruption Centre
(CNA) announced on 3 October the seizure of MDL
670 million (GBP 30.2 million) worth of assets from
national airlines Air Moldova in a money laundering
case. A further MDL 301.6 million (GBP 13.6 million)
was seized on 23 September as part of the same
investigation. Prosecutors state that the case revolves
around a series of fictitious transactions that led to the
privatisation of Air Moldova in 2018.
The European Commission approved on 10 October
the disbursement of EUR 30 million in macro-financial
assistance to Moldova following the adoption of
anti-corruption and anti-money laundering measures
agreed under a memorandum of understanding signed
in November 2017. Moldova has taken measures
to combat corruption and money laundering; foster
greater transparency in public finance management;
modernise the country’s public administration; and
reform its financial and energy sectors.

Mongolia
The Asia/Pacific Group on Money Laundering
(APG) published on 1 October the second expedited
enhanced follow-up report (FUR) on Mongolia,
which reveals significant progress in addressing the
technical compliance deficiencies identified in its 2017
Mutual Evaluation Report. The APG report upgrades
Mongolia on 16 Financial Action Task Force (FATF)
Recommendations. The country remains subject to the
enhanced follow-up procedure. The FUR was adopted
in August 2019.

Montenegro
Montenegro officially launched on 3 October the
application process for its Citizen by Investment
Programme, a three-year golden visa scheme offering

fast-track citizenship in exchange for at least EUR
250,000 investment. The programme has been
launched despite widespread criticism in Europe and
beyond about the corruption and money laundering
risks of such initiatives. According to the website, a twotier due diligence process will be conducted, including
criminal record, sanctions and EU visa denials checks,
as well as checks on the source of funds. Nationals of
sanctioned countries are not eligible.

The Netherlands
The Netherlands’ financial intelligence unit issued a
statement on 22 October informing regulated firms that,
despite the recent lapse of related rules, they are still
required to report all transactions with suspected ties
to money laundering or terrorism financing involving
high-risk third countries.

Pakistan
The Asia/Pacific Group on Money Laundering (APG)
published on 2 October its Mutual Evaluation Report
on Pakistan, providing a summary of anti-money
laundering and countering terrorist financing (AML/
CTF) measures in place at the time of the on-site visit
in October 2018, in line with the Financial Action Task
Force (FATF) Recommendations. The report notes
that Pakistan lacks supervisory oversight for AML/
CTF purposes, the country lacks a comprehensive
and coordinated risk-based approach and its law
enforcement efforts to address money laundering
(ML) are not consistent with the risks. Despite terrorist
financing (TF) being a significant threat for Pakistan, the
use of financial intelligence is scarce and investigations
are limited to certain provinces only.

Russia
The Russian Ministry of Labour and Social Protection
issued on 18 September three draft guidelines
documents to assist private companies in the
prevention of corruption and conflict of interest:
“Recommendations on the procedure for assessing
corruption risks in organisations,” “Measures to prevent
corruption in organisations” and “Memorandum on
establishing the duties of employees for preventing
corruption, employee liability, and incentive
programmes.” The guidelines set out suggestions
on the development of anti-corruption policies,
codes of conduct and hospitality registers, with clear
responsibilities for managers and employees. A
separate section on the assessment of corruption
risks looks at corruption-prone activities such as the
purchase of goods and services, property rental and
working with of third-party legal entities.
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Solomon Islands
The Asia/Pacific Group on Money Laundering (APG)
published on 2 October a Mutual Evaluation Report
on the Solomon Islands, providing a summary of
anti-money laundering and countering terrorism
financing (AML/CFT) measures in place in November
2018, in line with the Financial Action Task Force
(FATF) Recommendations. The report highlights that
despite a broad understanding of money laundering
(ML) and terrorism financing (TF) risks, the Solomon
Islands lacks a TF strategy, has not initiated any TF
investigations and does not have a legal framework
on targeted financial sanctions. The non-profit
organisations sector poses a high ML/TF risk and
customer due diligence measures have significant
technical deficiencies. The report also finds that the
country has limited capability to investigate financial
crime and there have only been a limited number of ML
convictions.

Sri Lanka
The Asia/Pacific Group on Money Laundering (APG)
published on 1 October its fourth follow-up report to the
mutual evaluation report (MER) on Sri Lanka. This latest
follow-up report focuses on Sri Lanka’s progress in
addressing the technical compliance deficiencies that
were identified in the 2015 MER and implementing new
requirements based on the FATF Recommendations.
The follow-up report finds that Sri Lanka has made
progress in addressing more of the technical
compliance deficiencies identified and has been
re-rated on its compliance with Recommendations
7 (largely compliant), 25 (largely compliant), 37
(compliant) and 38 (largely compliant). Sri Lanka will
continue to report back to the APG on its progress.

UK
The UK’s Serious Fraud Office (SFO) announced on 4
October that former Barclays executives Roger Jenkins,
Thomas Kalaris and Richard Boath will be tried at the
Old Bailey from 7 October for allegedly conspiring to
commit fraud by false representation in relation to the
bank’s capital raising arrangements with Qatar Holding
LLC in June 2008.
Separately, the SFO announced on 18 October that
it has closed all strands of its investigation into the
alleged manipulation of the London Interbank Offered
Rate (LIBOR). The investigation, which was opened in
July 2012, resulted in charges against 13 individuals.
The SFO noted that aspects of its investigation into
the manipulation of the Euro Interbank Offered Rate
(EURIBOR) remain open. To date, criminal proceedings
have been brought against 11 individuals for
manipulating the EURIBOR.

The House of Commons’ Treasury Select Committee
published responses from the UK government and
Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) on 10 October
and 17 October, respectively, to its 2 August report
recommending a review of the FCA’s regulatory
remit and powers. The FCA backed the Committee’s
recommendation that it be given the formal power and
necessary remit to formally recommend to the Treasury
changes to the perimeter of regulation. However, the
government stated that it did not “see the case” for
such measures, which the Committee said would help
increase transparency of informal processes. Both the
FCA and government stated that they would consider
the Committee’s suggestion that the FCA be given
additional powers to gather and process data from
unregulated entities. The FCA’s chief executive, Andrew
Bailey, said the financial regulator was assessing
how it could operate this power and use the obtained
information for supervisory or enforcement actions.
The government warned that the measures would
“add significantly” to the FCA’s responsibilities and risk
reducing its ability to supervise authorised firms. In a
speech published on 24 October, Bailey said the FCA
would in future reports respond to the Treasury Select
Committee’s request to make clear its views on how the
regulatory perimeter “needs to change.”
The UK’s Joint Money Laundering Steering Group
(JMLSG) announced on 11 October that it has received
ministerial approval from the Treasury of its guidance
on the prevention of money laundering and terrorism
financing through the syndicated lending sector. The
JMLSG published on 17 May 2018 a revised version of
its AML guidance on syndicated lending.
The UK’s Home Office announced on 18 October that
London will host Interpol’s general assembly in 2024.
The four-day conference is the largest global gathering
of senior law enforcement officials and ministry chiefs.
It will address major crime trends and security threats
such as organised crime, terrorism and cybercrime.
In a speech at Chatham House’s annual event on
tackling illicit finance and economic crime on 17
October, the economic secretary to the UK Treasury,
John Glen, called for “far greater and easier” publicprivate collaboration in tackling economic crime.
Glen also called for “higher” and “more consistent”
anti-money laundering (AML) supervision of lawyers,
accountants and estate agents to better identify
professional enablers of financial crime.

include a list of factors to be assessed by prosecutors,
including the company’s ability to raise capital, the
circumstances giving rise to the organisation’s
financial condition, the significant and likely collateral
consequences on the company, and whether the fine or
penalty will impair the ability to pay restitution to victims.
On 17 October, 15 non-governmental organisations
(NGOs) wrote to US lawmakers expressing strong
support for two bipartisan Bills, the Secure Government
Buildings from Espionage Act of 2019 (HR 392) and
the Aircraft Ownership Transparency Act of 2019 (HR
393). The Bills, which are currently being considered at
the House of Representatives, would increase beneficial
ownership transparency of companies that bid for highsecurity US government leases (HR392) and operate
aircraft in US airspace (HR 393).
The DOJ announced on 23 October the indictment of
Lindsley J. Georges and Dave Guillaume for allegedly
defrauding clients of Santander Bank and TD Bank
of USD 900,000 before fraudulently obtaining bank
cheques and laundering the funds through business
accounts at TD Bank and Bank of America between
December 2017 and January 2018. Guillaume allegedly
opened two of the business accounts using false
names and a fraudulent driver’s licence. The defendants,
who are accused of money laundering conspiracy, were
previously charged with bank fraud conspiracy on 9 July
together with Fesnel Lafortune.
The US Commodity Futures Trading Commission
(CFTC) announced on 1 October that it has settled
charges against RBC Capital Markets LLC for failing
to meet its supervisory obligations which resulted
in hundreds of unlawful trades and other violations
between at least 2011 and 2017. The CFTC’s order
requires RBC Capital Markets to cease and desist from
future violations, pay a USD 5 million civil monetary
penalty, and for a period of three years to cooperate
with the CFTC and any other governmental agency in all
investigations or inquiries related to this action.

US
US assistant attorney general Brian Benczkowski
announced on 8 October that the US Department of
Justice (DOJ) has issued a memorandum providing
guidance to prosecutors on how to evaluate claims
by companies that they are unable to pay a proposed
criminal fine or monetary penalty. The memorandum
and the accompanying inability-to-pay questionnaire
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